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Running for 30 years of civil rights

Medal
winner
earns
honor

SJSU, City of San Jose
$171 million venture
unanimously approved
By Nicholas Boer
r
shot \X
Despite plenty of faculty concerns, a resolution to continue
with plans for a joint university
and San Jose city library project
passed the Academic Senate
unanimously Monday.
The $171 million library
would be funded by $70 million
in city funds, $10 million in private money and $91 million
State
California
through
University bonds.
The plan would give the university a minimum of 465.000
square feet of space, according
to President Robert (7artit.
Caret said it is necessary to
join forces with the city in order
to quickly get the money needed
to build the kind of fa;:ility that
would meet university needs.
Caret said that with 23 other
schools vying 14 limited funds,
large construction projects are
given a low priority by the CSU
system unless they are built in
part with outside investment.
According to Caret, money for
a go-alone SJSU library would
not be available for at least 15
years.
"If you can bring in one-third
from other sources, then you can
go right to the top of the list."
Caret said.
The timeline for the joint project, if ultimately approved, is
scheduled to be completed by
2003.
The major question raised in
the meeting was to what extent
university space and materials
would be compromisell to
accommodate public Illeds. The
resolution left the issue unclear,
but called for the city to work
with SJSU to find a solution if
the university decides there is a
problem with public access.
Professor Jonathan Roth said
it would be much easier to build
two separate libraries under one
roof and consider giving the city

"You can’t put your life on
the line for something you
believe in and forget about
it easily even if 30 years
have passed."
-- Tommie Smith
’68 Olympic gold medalist
By Carol Dillon
"Ott WrIter

"/ .,UI,

Tommie Smith, pictured in the Winter 1967 Sparta
Life, is returning to SJSU on May 14 to receive the
Evelyn T. Robinson Outstanding African -American
Alumnus award. The award recognizes African American alumni who have shown exemplary achieve-

See Library, page 8

Art from the heart

irr

Professor travels to Egypt to educate
By Ed Obersseiser
Sem.), Situt

mil

Pamela Sharp El Shayeb uses
art to teach public health and
social issues to Egyptian children during summer and winter
breaks from her teaching sched
Sharp El Shayeb, a San Jose
State University art professor,
said she goes to Egypt, drives
around in an old Russian jeep
and meets and recruits children
to draw picture stories for journals.
She gives the children a finding drawing book small enough
to fit in a pocket and promises
them gifts if they come back the
next day with some drawings.
"These are children who may
live in a garage with 18 other
children and they don’t have any
place to put things," she said.

PROFILE
Her hops, Robert Milnes,
director of S.ISIT’s school if Art
and Design, is impressed with
her work.
"I think the books are great."
Milnes said. "They’re a bibuloua
approach which lets the children
see their own work."
Stephen French, associate
dean of the College of Arts and
Humanities, said Sharp El
Shayeb won California’s 1991
outstanding art educator award
"We felt really lucky to get her
to come here and teach in 1988."
French said. "We were able to
steal her away from San
Francisco State I’myersity"
Sharp El Shayeb said the children she meets are poor and
many of them don’t tittend
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ment in their field of endeavor. Smith was a 1968
Olympic gold medalist who, along with fellow medalist
and teammate John Carlos. raised a fist and lowered
his head in a sign of black power on the victory stand.
Both were banished from Mexico City as a result.

school. She gives
them art supplies
encourages
and
them to tell stories
with pictures and
give an oral versiiin
of the story to young
Egyptian student.
teachers who write
them down.
The art supplies
pencils. pens and
are
pads of paper
extremely rare in
Egypt. according to
Sharp El Shayeb
Anyone who wants
to help with the pro
ject can leave pl’11Professor Pamela Sharp El Shayeb will be
eds. paper and
in a box outside going to Egypt to volunteer her time to teach
Room 203 in the Art children art.
Building, she said
Sharp El Shayeb !dares the thy children go to stork on the
noire accomplished children into next journal
She collects t heir drawings
a group to discuss how they can
portray a chosen theme. Then
Sc’ Art, page 8

In the 1960s it seemed one couldn’t
pick up a newspaper-without seeing
San Jose State University track star
Tommie Smith’s name and his achievements on the field.
He set world sprint records and is
the only individual in sports history to
hold 11 world records simultaneously.
What Smith is best remembered for
though is his gold medal -winning perfOrmance at the 1968 Olympics. He
gained world recognition when he and
SJSU teammate John Carlos raised
clenched fists in the black power symbol on the victory stand in Mexico City.
This silent gesture reverberated
around the world and was so controversial the two medal winners were banished from the games and Mexico. The
International Olympic Committee had
threatened to oust the entire U.S. team
unless sanctions were taken against
the two athletes.
At the time Smith and Carlos were
the subject of countless articles debating the appropriateness of their
actions. They stood firm against social
pressure to recant.
That fierce individualistic streak is
one reason Smith is being recognized
See Smith, page 8

Election focuses in
on Proposition 227
special education at San Jose
State University, said bilingual
education is designed to
enhance the student’s ability to
As the June 2 primary elec- learn the English language.
tion nears, the controversy over
"If they take a whole year
Proposition 227 heats up.
learning the language, they’ll
The initiative for English lose the opportunity to learn
Language in Public Schools is important concepts," said
receiving support from those Chang.
who feel the current bilingual
Chang said students’ cogniprograms are unsuccessful, yet tive development would be
those in opposition feel the ini- severely affected. She said the
tiative is not the answer.
students’ peers in the regular
Proposition 227 is an curriculum would be a couple
attempt to have students who of years ahead.
have limited English-speaking
"They can acquire the native
skills placed in a one-year language (implying English)
English -immersion program. but have almost no comprehenThe proposition would essen- sion in the subject matter," said
tially eliminate the current Chang.
bilingual program in which
According to Alicia Sherman,
teachers use the student’s an intern with the Proposition
native language to aid in teach- 227 English for the Children
ing.
Campaign, the proposition
Ji-Mel Chang, professor of
See Prop 227, page 8
By Yvette Anne Treio
Staff Writer

FORUM
Lungren intends
to criminalize
medical pot use
Ciinsidering the majority of California voters agreed that
legalizing marijuana few
medicinal purpose’s was
the right thing to do, why
H Republican gubernatoDan
candidate
cud
1,ungrell "and his thugs.as a friend of mine put it,
so bent on criminalizing
its use?
As the state attorney
general. Lungren already
succeeded in closing the
San Eranciscii Cannabis
Buyers’ Club last .vear,
and now he’s packaged tlo idea of punishing the
sick people’ in our state with drug charges into a
nice little campaign issue It himself
The man is ;ittacking AIDS and cancer
patients ;Ind the pet vie W111; Wi nit to help them
with state law enforcement and he’s actually
got a serious chance. at becoming our next governor.
Forgive me, but I just don’t get it.
After surviving two freakish outbreaks
iterms i from Pete. Wilson, the prospect of’
Lungren hectuning governor truly frightens me.
Just as Wilson Ii is triumphantly made the
word Mmncan synynyinmis with illegal in this
state, dehumanizing immigrants and their
descendants liv equating them to an act punishable he, law. If ingren is sore to perpetuate the
sutfering in California by stamping the governor’s "illegal- seal on a substance. that could
improve the quality of Id., fur those in our communities living with the pains that come with
cancer or AIDS.
Cancer
Research
According
to the
Foundation of America, 550.000 people die
annually from cancer. While marijuana certainly isn’t a cure, marijuana could have made the
lives of more than half a million people a little
more tolerable.
A 1993 Harvard study reported that a majority if surveyed doctors said they would prescribe marijuana to particular patients. providing it was legal. The researchers of the study.
Lester Grinspion and James Ifakalar wrote,
’Patients find marijuana helpful Mr nausea and
viimiting. fill’ glaucoma and ;is ;en appetite stimulant It is used Mr the relief of muscle spasms
and seizures. as well as osteoarthritis, menstrual cramps. migraine and other forms of chronic
pain. It is fir safer than most prescription medicines arid often works better, with fewer serious
side effects But why should Lungren listen to medical
professionals with superior knowledge on the
subject matter’ Ile’s got the law and all its
righteous nit hunts’ on his side
According to the various art lily,: published ;is
a result if the medical marijuana debate,
Lungren is opposed to the broadness of the text
in Proposition 213. and he is concerned recreational drug users. without !width problems,
could scheme their way into one if the clubs.
Sii what’? They’re smoking pot. not crack.
Even if half of the members of cannabis clubs
were the "recn.ational drug users- Lungren
fears, the benefits Mr the other half; the truly ill.
would far outweigh the misdemeanor he’s so
bent on Ire ’vent Mg.

Individual choice
best way to solve
overpopulation

YOUR GUM
SCARES THE NFIC.1400RS,
OM ONO tONCER HAVE
A TYKARNICA CrOVERNMENT!

Atter you read this
column, please kill
yourself.
OK, that’s too harsh ...
maybe..
Nevertheless, for my
final opinion of the semester, I want tee address the
most important topic in
the modern world: overpopulation.
If you don’t believe me,
then you need to take a
look at the astounding
growth in the human population the world has
endured. In 1950, the
world population was 2.5 billion. Presently, the
world has a population of 5.7 billion people. By
the year 2050, the population is estimated to be
between 10 to 14 billion people..
Are you following these numbers’?
The. population is out of’ control lend expected
to double in 50 years. That’s less than a lifetime.
I might be around to see it happen.
The estimation scares the crap out of me. I
don’t want to be around to see the population
double.
Don’t get ma. wrong, I like life and creation
and all those beautiful things, but I hate crowds.
I hate traffic, pollution, clear-cutting forests to
build homes, unemployment, homelessness,
crime and hunger. All these problems can be
attributed to overpopulation even the ones
that I missed.
Face. it, too much life. is a killer. Yet, this theory doesn’t get recognized or is kept quiet because
having babies, curing disedses and generally
prolonging life are always thought of as good
things that can’t be. wrong in any society or culture.
People get around it by finding other things to
pin the. problems on. It’s easy to blame. big business tier putting chemicals in the air, but the people are. the ones with the demands. If you blame
business, then you need to blame people for
demanding the products and keeping polluters
in business.
Human beings are the source. The. more people, the more trouble.
No one realizes that the planet hies tee have. a
carrying capacity, even though we don’t know
what it is. There’s only one thing that we are
assured, though: Once we reach it, it will be too
late. It’s like a balloter.’ too much air and it will
pop.
The trouble is finding a way to plateau the
population growth. It’s not out of our hands. Zero
population gritwth can be achieved, but it
requires thought. Something people’ underuse.
Individual choice is the. only way.
It we lea other imply make. decisions tier us,
population control will work. The Chinese government has dom. it wonderful job cutting down
on the. population explosion in China, but it has
been ridiculed for being inhumane.. There has to
be another way.
We. need to voluntarily limit our own reproduction fur the world’s sake. People need to think
hard and do what’s right for themselves and the.
world,
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Macho ’guy card’ returns triumphantly
t’s back. The. (;iiy Card has returned.
I started the concept of a point sysrard"
calculated
tem
that rewards macho behavior and penalizes ;cuts that can be considered less than
manly.
I felt it was time to re-introduce the
public to the (joy ’aril. Remember, being
manly doesn’t necessarily mean being
macho
To he a man. vim have to have
cc 1k Hem else could you get lucky in
high school?
Rut now t hat you are grown, the choice
what psi drive is a determining factor
of how manly you are If you drive a
Volkswagen Cabriolet convertible. your
(illy Card just flew out the window. This is a chick
car. NA*hen I see a Cabriolet I expect to see a blond
babe behind the wheel, nothing less
Dudes are supposed to tiny,. trucks, hot rids and
hoyndieS. The pickup and the souped -up muscle car
;ere manly through and through. hut there is someabout the bomb.
almost guttural
thing primal
A ’72 Oldsmobile Cullas, or a ’TO Nova are signs
that say. "Ilave penis, will travel
Cabriolet: -1,00o. Pickup truck: +250.
Points
initl-70’s beater: +750 I flaird..r add 1,00W,
The next thing a manly ii needs is a woman.
Deihl But while a man needs evoman, he needs to
keep his priorities in place IM.of Don’t forget about
your friends, Nlensa.
Falling in love is a wonderful thing. but ask yourself, flow many girlfriends liii I ever had? Now ask
yourself. I low long has sii-and t been my buddy?
IF you’re Guy Card m.iirtlft. the answer is obvious.
As an -esteemed- colleague of mine so aptly put it.
-It’s all about brie’s before hit’s.You’ve hail :Mout ;is many girlfriends as you
have T-shirts stoned in your drawer, but you’ve had
the same buddies since you first got caught doing
doughnuts on the football field at your high school.
Vonien comp and go, but a true friend is something that money can’t buy. So fall in love, but don’t
flirget that you art. a guy and need to (III guy things.
Si; Set ilS1110 OM’ weekend a month and go to Vegas
or take in the weekend series at the. ’Stick or smoke
a big Mt stogie while you play poker all night.
Otherwise the next thing you know, you’ll be
whipped and driving a minivan.
Points - Falling in love: +1,000, Ihrget tog about
yritir l’riends heyause you’re in love: -1(1.101).

When I lived with my roommates, life
was simple.. If you didn’t feel like cleaning
up titter yourself, you didn’t have to.
That’s why God invented paper plates.
I’m a slob, but I like things neat not
necessarily clean. If the’ porn magazine’s, I
mean educ:itit mat reading material, were
stacked neatly on the coffee table it didn’t
matter that there was an outline of dust
where they sat. I didn’t need a vacuum,
that’s why I got a dog. "Crumbs, what
crumbs?
Then there is the bathroom.A real man
only
cleans the bathroom once a year
after it becomes so disgusting he can no
longer stomach the grime and residue
build up. So when that fateful day cone’s,
you go out :end buy a few gallons of bleach ’cuz
bleach kills everything, including your ability to
smell tier days and go to town. Scrub down the.
shoevir and sink, bust out the toilet bowl brush hiding inside some flunky looking animal like your
grandma used to have and for God’s sake replace
the pee catcher nig.
-- if you’re single and clean more than
(nice a month: -1,000. Exception: if you are trying to
impress a girl, then a one time waiver is available at
the main office. If you an. married: -300. Some
things are just beyond your control and if you don’t
want tie sleep with the VaCuurn cleaner, I mean the
di ig. you keep things tidy.
Finally. there is the subject of betraying your fellow man. There is nothing worse than a Benedict
Arnold. Telling a woman how her boyfriend is doing
her wrong is treason, or le.tt Mg women in on manly
secrets is breaking the code. You don’t put secrets
guys have been using Mr centuries at risk just for
the sake of a piece of tail. Confiding in a woman
alsiut what to watch out for in men or playing turncoat on a friend who is doing his lady wrong is not to
bp tolerated. Ever hear of Karma’? If you rat out
another man it Will ce tnic. back to you and if’ a friend
is doing something he should, let Karma work its
magic.
Points Playing Benedict Arnold is a treasonable oflidse, loss of Guy (lard and its privilege for
six months.
The. Guy Card is merely a measuring stick, no
pun intended, of how manly you really are.. So until
next time, Be Manly and Good Day.

John Meyer is 0 Spartan Daily
senior staff 14 Titer

Aaron Williams is the Spartan Daily sports editor

Opinion page policies

Margaret Bethel is a Spartan Daily staff cc ’refer

Gays, lesbians capable of family life just like heterosexuals
T must admit that by the. end of the
1 semester I begin to It
patience
with the bigotry and ignorance that
some. p(,(ipip so willingly advertise
whyn addressing issues pertaining tee
the gay and lesbian community. It
hardly seems worth the ’flirt to
respond. However, to not respond
those who care to learn without
another view. other than Stornetta’s
response. to my letter to the editor on
May 4.
First: I totally agree with Stornetta
in his statement "What people do in
their bedrooms is their business and
nobody else’s
until they try to force
their behavior on others." However,
what he fails to see is that hp. like the
Boy Scouts, is preaching just the opposite.. lit’ is attempting to force his "bed-

room" hellaVior (het
prosexualitN’. ()II icc.

LETTER TO THE
EDITOR

and lesbians. This
double. standard
Second: If indeed
families should be givi n the. freedom
to make the rules for organizations
such as the Boy Scouts and the Girls
Scouts. then why should gay intl lesbian families not have the stint’ right’?
Or is it that Stornetta does not know
that gays and lesbians ha
families
also? By the way. the Girl Scouts
understand the. concept of equality
They explicitly state that they will not
discriminate on the basis of all the
usual categories as well as S).Xlial orientation. They also still SPVITI to be
going strong, providing girls and
young women wit li out st ;ending oppor-

tunnies
Third:

For the life
of’ no. I cannot fathom
what it is that lietyro-

seXtlal families haVe
f run v,,,hei) it
comes to the gay mill1111111111yr.
Stortiett a’s statement "Heterosexuals,
10 defend

wlui create families in the first place,
should decide what Eimilies
Is his
argument that gay and lesbian families should not haNi. the. same. rights’?
We. pay taxes, We cnnt ribute to society,
we work, we (.)..pn barbecue in nor back
yards. As a IMitter of fact, on the face
of’ it we. look just like other flimilies. We.
even have. parents like other families.
We. don’t "impose." our views on others.
I have. never, and don’t know of any
other lesbian or gay person who has

attempted to tell heterosexual families
what they should do.
Stornetta needs not to be. ashamed
of me. Nly colleagues tint proud tee have
me. :is the. director of Counseling
Services. Ile. should be. ashamed of
himself for his failure to understand
the Constitution of the United States,
and his willingness tel pander tee the
be ma.st level of understanding about
the. lesbian and gay community in
order tee support his bigotry, Hopefully,
befiere he. gets out of the College of
I lumanities and the. Arts, he. will come
to know the. enormous contributions
lesbians and gays have. made in the
Arts.
Wiggsy Sivertsen
director of (lounseling Service’s
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Campus not a haven for ’undesirables’
reading
Cindy
After
Scarberry’s article "Bright
dreams, big campus" on May 7,
I am compelled to comment on
how appalled I am by the nonstudent population on campus.
For the sake of being politically correct, we’ll just refer to
"them" as anything but bums.
It seems no matter where
you go on campus one cannot
forget the realities of downtown
San Jose. In it present condition, this school can no longer be
thought of as a haven where
young minds can go to be fur-

titer developed. Instead, it’s a
gathering place for drunks, the
mentally ill, drug dealers and
the like.
I just want to be able to go to
school without having to share
the couch in the Student Union
with someone who reeks of
urine. The $1,100 I pay each
semester gives me that right.
Scarberry, please don’t insult
our intelligence by reminding
us that this is a public institution and that they have a right
to be on campus.
I am willing to bet the non-

student population in question
doesn’t pay a penny in taxes.
The only people who should be
on campus are faculty, guests
invited by the university,
tuition -paying students and
those performing research.
This is the university that
supplies Silicon Valley with
some of the most intelligent
people in the world and its campus should reflect that.
Bob Baqleh
mechanical engineering

Center in the past as a peer
educator, I can assure you they
are not there to punish students
or he surrogate parents. There
are regulations and laws, both
state and university, that prohibit imbibing on campus,
except in the Spartan Pub
where alcohol consumption is
regulated by age.
If a student sees fit to break
the rules, why shouldn’t they be
accountable and pay the penalty?
As to risks in "dangerous" situations, any activity can
become dangerous when mind
and mood -altering chemicals
are introduced.
I found it interesting that
Evans referred to obtaining the

1.ogan, author of "Teaching Stories"
at 5 p.m. in Sweeney Hall. Room
.146 For more information, call
Shirley Ayers at (401-1, 266-3425.

Today
CATHOLIC CAMPUS MINISTRY
Pizza and discussion. "The
8 30
Books of Wisdom" from 7

S

10th St. ,across from
at 300
the dorms, For more information,
call 1111011 at ,408, 938-1610
p m

DELTA SIGMA THETA SORORITY, INC.
Spring social from 7 - 9:45 p m
in the Music Listening Room. For
more information, call Saranah
Holmes at ,408, 286-4336.

SJSU SYMPHONIC RAND
Final concert for Conductor Dr.
Vernon Read it 7 30 p Ii in the
Music Building’s Concert Mill FOr
more information. call 408, 924-

4673.

Wednesday
Ataav AMEIUCAN CrourmAN FELLOWSHIP

INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS ASIWXIATION
"Socurity Challenges in the
International Community" by or.

Music night at 7:30 p m in the
Student Union’s Almaden Room
For more information, call David at

Shand Cross from 12

,40S, 265-7442.

1:30 p.m’

in

the Student Union’s Almaden

PEP Center provides valuable student info
"’Phis letter is in response to a
1 letter to the editor in the
Spartan Daily on Monday, written by Douglas Evans.
The job of the PEP Center is
to provide valuable data to students so that they can make
informed decisions about the
activities they choose to participate in, hopi’fully fia- the rest of
their lives, but at least while in
college.
it responsible to emcourage
taking any chemical to exaggerate feelings or to improve an
activity? I think not. But I do
think that most people ;ire
intelligent enough to make
appropriate choices when given
all the facts.
Having worked for the PEP

Thursday
SCHOOL OF ART & DESIGN

same data as provided by the
PEP Center during his "last
time at traffic school." This
seems to imply that he has been
nailed for a traffic infraction
more than once. Does Evans
break the rules of the road often
or is he one of those "unfortunate victims" of an establishment that respects other people’s lives enough to enforce the
law?
No one is suggesting that college students should not have
fun while learning. How about
alternatives to drinking as the
source or enhancement of fun?
Lynne Donnelly
psychology

Rosin

For more information. call
Lorena Bernal at ,408, 732-6793.

CATHOLIC’ CAMPUS MINISTRY
12 35
Daily Mass from 12 10
p m at corner of 10th and 5III1

LIBRARY DONATIONS & SALES UNIT
Ongoing book sale today and

Carlos streets , across from dorms.
For more information call Ginny at

tomorrow from 10 Ii In - 3 p.m. in
the Donations and Sales 1:nit in

,408, 938-1610

Wahlquist Library North. Room

EPISCOPAL CANTERBURY COMMUNITY
Dinner and diSCUSSIIII1 from 530

408 and the Clark Library lobby.
For more information. call the
Acquisitions Department at ’408,
924-2700
NURSES CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP
End of semester discussion and
prayer time at 2 p m. in the
Student l’nion’s Montalvo Room.
For more information. call Diane
Stegmeir at ,409, 279-0385
SCHOOL OF

ART & DESIGN

Galleries Art Shows
from 10 a
4 p ti ind Student
Gallero., Art Receptions from 0
p tb
Studies

Art Building/Industrial
For more information. call

Brendan at

- 7 p ni

SCHOOL OF ART & DESIGN
Student Galleries’ Art Shoe,
from 10 a In - .1 p oi in the Art
Building/Industrial Studies

SCHOOL OF

SJSU MARIACHI WORKSHOP
Concierto de Primavera
a
spring concert of traditional mariachi music. In the Student Union
Ballroom at 7 p.m. For more information, call 1408i 924-4675.

Friday
SAN JOSE DOMESTIC VIOLENCE
TASK FORCE

"Tough Decisions," a one -act
plas on domestic violence in
America, at 7 p.m. at Gunderson
High School. Free admission. For
more information, call Christine at
,4014. 224-4347

SJSIU ALCM

May 21

CyberSchmooze, "How the
Internet Can Develop Community."
A light buffet and refreshments
will be served. From 6:30-9 p.m. at
The Center for Software Development.
For more information. call ’40815576755.

Praise & Sharing in the Spartan
Memorial Chapel from 330- 6 p.m.
For more information, call Esther
298-1693

los

at

Reminder

MUSIC & DANCE
per-

11 SPX 219.

STUDENT LIFE CENTER LOST & FOUND
Check for your lost items before

Studio

you leave for the summer Open
Mondav - Friday all summer from 8

SJSU

a tt, - 5 p ti For more information.
call -408. 924-5950

1
AssiiIIATION ISCTAI

For

St udent dance scholarship

formance :It 7 p iii
Theatre

408 , 924-4:130.

CHINESE CAMPUS FELLOWSHIP

more int,,rodit ion. call Brendan at
’408, 924-4330

408, II21-43:10

STL DENT CALIFORNIA TEACHER

n the Student Union’s

Pacheco Room For more information, call Anna at 408 293-2401

Student Galleries’ Art Shows
10 a.m. - 4 p.m. In the Art
Building/Industrial Studies. For
more information, call Brendan at
froni

Regular meeting for nominaand
III 1 .1(1 p m For

more information
s37’s

call

108

924-
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No easy solution to bilingual ed debate
The articles on Prop. 227
May 6) are, disturbing to
me. Leah Bower’s article,
"Commiend of English III ICI ’Ssarv ha) California students to
succeed.- bases her point ,in
people’s personal experience
and fails to mention the time
limit of the immersion program.
John
Meyer’s
:irticle,
"California education will be
damaged eveql further by Pr, Ip.
227." does 51 IV that the ane year
of bilingual instruction is not
sufficient. yet he litanies the
wrong people for the bilingual
progriims that have not stirceeded
Nleyer’s article makes a good
point about the time factor of
the inmiersion program, yet he
fails in giving accurate accounts
about bilingual programs that
da to it have high success rates.
He blames teachers and parents, yet I disagree,. Our gm wornmint and school districts give.
teachers a difficult tesk without
proper support ;end resources.
Parents di) care about their
children hut there is limited
time because of the demand to
survive :10(1 work all day The
real problem is the implementathin of the program and lack of

resour-es for teachers. The article by Bower is about personal
accounts According to Bower.
seven Mexican prithissionals
agree that the most useful
le irning
experience
was the removal of the safky
net if their native language
that forced them to join the
mainstream Yet. she does not
tell us how difficult it was for
them as they were "forced" into
English only instruction. It is
also not clear if they had experienced bilingual education.
Bower does not tell us the
length of time that Prop. 227
will give second language’ students in bilingual education.
She says that prop. 227 " . . .
encourages a faster rate of
acclimatization in sheltered
English (hisses." This is one
VI ’O and it is not sufficient time.
to prepare :impale for a new Ianguage. She goes on further to
talk about her personal experiPlace in immersion program.
Vet. again she fails to mention
the amount id time she spent in
that prograni.
Gn the second personal
account. according to Bower,
Yvette Valenzuela says that she
graduated from high school

without any kind of’ shell. I also
graduated from high school
without any "she’ll,’ "safety net,"
or "immersion camp."
Through elementary school. I
was held back a grade. Later,
the teachers would simply pass
me to the next grade. At times,
teachers would separate me
from the other students and
ignore me because I could not
understand the English language. Throughout high school.
I attended a basic course track
system that passed me for
showing up. No college prep
courses for me! Like the seven
Mexican professionals, I was
also "forced" to swim or drown. I
came hack to college four years
later and started from scratch.
At 29 years of age, I am still
shredding water. I am lucky but
the majority of second language
students do not survive. I definitely doubt that one year of
immersion would adequately
prepare second language students to successfully adapt to
English only instruction.
Jose C. Gonzalez
social science

Theater review displeases Daily reader
ironic. While. much of
11ow
the country is concerned
that the world is too violent.
that children have. guns and
sexually transmitted diseases
are, running rampant. that
something must be done to alter
the course al society, Daily staff
writer Cindy. Scarberry is callnig for debauchery.
In her wrly-written review
May 7( of San Jose State
University’s latest theater production. "A Day in I lollywoid/A
the
Ukraine.Night
in
Scarberrv woes that the cast
and crew have taken list Ii I’
SLITS toward providing whole Ill

sonic entertainment.
The show, billed as a musical
revicw of the golden age of
Ilollyw(iod. delivers exactly
what it promises: clean, bring
the kids along, don’t Iiirget to
invite Grandma. family -style
entertainment
Perhaps Scarberry and the.
Spartan Daily’s staff are.
unaware of’ the Theater
Department’s recent works
dealing yvith racial tensions and
sexual freedom. Nlaybe the staff
of the Spartan Daily are too
involved with other issue’s, like
omparing chocolate to marijuana. ta really spend time on c1101-
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mtinity oriented news.
Whatever the case. I congratulate the Theater Department
and all those associated with it
for providing the on
community with a season of
everything from controversy to
the likes If "A Day ... ." As for
the Spartan Daily staffers. they
too display some talent but, in
the words III Scarberry herself.
"I just wish they were ml Ire. creative with it

Microsoft unfairly targeted by Uncle Sam
the May 8th edition of the
InSpartan
Daily, staff writer
Susan Shaw offe,rs her opinion
of the Justice Department’s
antitrust case against Microsoft
in a piece titled "Microsoft’s ruin
will rain on more than one
Citing state emd federal
attempts to block Microsoft’s
shipment of Windows 98, she
conjecture’s that a subsequent
Justice’ Department "break up
of Microsoft" is "not beyond the
of comprehension."
realm
Perhaps all of this "rain" is sufficient to account for her slippery slope front "preliminary
injunction" to "break up of
Microsoft."
How can anyone contend
that the Justice Department.

after failing to achieve) nothing
more than 13 years id paperwork in its antitrust case
against IBM. is in a position to
"ruin- Microsoft? It may not be
"beyond comprehension.- but it
certainly is beyond pragmatism.
Shaw then asserts
t "the
Justice Department should take
steps to level the phiying field
on the Internet --- :Microsoft is
allowed to dominate that industry, that really would be too
much power."
But such reasoning is specious. What is the difference
between Microsoft’s dominance
in the operating systems market. which Shaw defends on the
basis of efficiency. and "too
much power’!"

Furthermore, hove: is it possible to "level the playing field on
the Internet" by imposing
restrictions on the second-place
contender ( Microsoft). thereby
enhancing the dominant position of the’ leader i Netscapto?
Isn’t that antithetical to the
Justice’ Department’s role of
maintaining free’ competition?
Shaw’s arguments are clearly intended to serve the’ best
interests of consumers, and for
this I commend her.
However, arguments based
on slippery slopes or spurious
reasoning offer little more than
a forecast of rain for everyone’s
parade’.
Stilt Steimetz
graduate. student. economics

Silicon Valley job market less than perfect
Jwant to commend the article
on May 8, "Silicon Valley life
to hit skids.- It is high time that
someone has recognized the
dilemma in the. Silicon Valley.
I hope. lam one of the. many
that watched the documentary.
"Silicon
the
Valley
It
Crossroads.I VMS trapped few five years
in an electronic firm It was
decent pay, but I was miserable
at my job.
Many of my friends
still
trapped now ill the Silicon mar-

ket because their pay scale supports the high cost of living in
CalifOrnia.
I was more fortunate than
most. I had the opportunity. II)
take the driest or um ime decreases and go back to school
I am noA pursuing III\ career
in im area that Was always my
interest. and 1 %%all got my bachelor’s degree in sociology
Yet I still worn.. about my
lowered standard of hying and
about the outcome of my new
career

For me, the opportunity is
here’ and the chance is we’ll
worth taking. What about the
others whim an’ out there.’
Maybe they. would love to
pursue their true calling, hut
just can’t I fear this is a
premise for many unhappy people in Silicon Valley, who have
lost meaning in their lives for
lack of a better way.
Yvonne’ Sears
SI/Ciology

Thank You
The Spartan Daily staff would like to thank our readers for being so generous in their
responses to articles and editorial commentary this semester. This is, after all, your
paper, and its pages are meant to be a forum for your thoughts and concerns. Please
remember to include your telephone number on any correspondence with the Daily.

Curtis Greenwood
advertising

Fall Internship Opportunity
Help Organize A Campus Christian Group
looking for someone to help form a campus Chri,a Ian
Wtt
group which is welcoming to all searching, nondogrnatit. arid
concerned about peace and justice in the world Activities would
include fun, fellowship, sharing, worship, and community service
Requires eight hours a week with a semester stipend of $1 000
For information or to apply, contact Rev. Dick Roe at 298-0204
We are supported by Presbyterian. Methodist, UCC. Disciples. and
Aini!rir ion Baptist Churches.

Aim

HIGHER!

Attentlon Class of 20001 Air Force
Officers are in High Demand! Offering
many opportunities in aviation. If you have a
2.35 GPA, you can qualify for a scholarship. AFROTC
provides full tuition, books, and fees plus $150 a month extra.
GUARANTEED PAYCHECK
30 DAYS VACATION A YEAR
FREE MEDICAL & DENTAL AFTER GRADUATION
TAKE ONE CLASS AND A LAB EAr ’+ SEMESTER To
BECOME AN OFFICER
Cheek out the program anytime

No commitment.

START OFF IN A 1011 THAT WILL MANS A

DIFFIRINCI
Call Captain Mike Savage
(4011) 924-2967
for applicant information
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Pinkett Smith ’Woo’s fans with sexy flick
Slane hell, ill the’

B Yvette Anna Trejo
Ise.1t1 A net t

REVIEW

She’s sexy, she’s be
she’s full
she’s "Woo." dada
of surprises
0%1 UP", et/r6.
Pinkett Smith stars as Darlene
g
PI
"Woo" Bates, a bombshell who will
do and say almost anything. She
likes tee get what she wants, and a Scorpio played by Tommy
she loves tee be the center of atten- Davidson, she thinks it’s destiny.
tion.
The remainder of the nu vie’ conThis flick has plenty of fall-out - sists of their first date which
of-your-seat comedy ranging from seems to take the couple on a
slick one-liners to see ’lee with jceurney through hell. One thing
silly sexual content that can after another smiles to end in dismake anyone chuckle. Although aster and from the looks of it, it’s
the plot is a little far-letched, as not a match made in heaven.
far as comedies go, it’s not unusu- From dinner to dancing, the couple tries to find adventure and
al.
The story revolves around fun, but it’s somehow out of their
Woo’s bad luck with men and her grasp, largely due to Woo’s outradetermination tee catch the man of geous antics.
Woo creates a seem. nearly
her dreams. With psychic advice
Ire m her right -11;111d man, a drag everywhere she goes, which slowof
Celestrial, ly gets Tim to realize she may not
queen by the name
Woo is on a warpath. She’s be as hot as he first thought.
advised by Celestrial to look out
:Many of the laughter-provokfor a Scorpio and that she does.
ing scenes are of Tim’s WeelneinizWoo
stumbles
When
upon Tim, ing friends, svhee definitely add

SJSU local boys release
hot ’Linda’ ground rap
By. Doug Burkhardt
..\,,est.ent I’ ore r t innwnt
LOOk (Jut E-40. Dru
:end Spice 1 Get out of the way
Ice Cube, Scarface and AMG.
Is -cause with some luck rap’s
ne.xt "biggie" may hail freem Sc iii
Jose State I’mvorstty.
After listening to the six track release "Cnif testimated"
from Thu Fitch’ I couldn’t
believe the album was both SPIlreleased and produced. Hillco
Records’ quality rece rding.
which is as good is it getS. IS
loaded with quick -hitting beats.
surging rhythms and distinct
tempos.
The three-piece group lives
in South San Jose :mut they
have been at it for five years.
Market ing mitten. Javon Au ams.
whose stage name is "J-Luv."
said the group’s college experience was a key factor while
working on "Undaestimated."
"We’re using what we
learned at SJSI. tee help produce this album." Adams said.
"R.I.C. handles a let eel the legal
details and I have taken care of
a lot of the marketing and
advertising."
Rich Jackson, an administration of justice. major a.k.a.
"R.I.C.," said there was a certain bond as soon as he and
Adams met five years ago.
"We met our freshman year.
on the fientsteps of Joe West
Hall," Jackson said. "All we.
talked about was rap. Basically
from there wee hit it off and now
we’ve got a We
Coast sound
that is hip-hop at its finest."
Jackson and Adams recruited Dennis Tully, who goes by
"Kane," from a rival rap group a
year later. Tully said that Thu
Unda’ is unlike any other rap
group out there today.
"I wouldn’t compare us to
anyone else," said Tully, who
studies business management
"We’re approaching rap music
in a complete new way We’re
not into the gangsta’ limelight.
If you’re dead you can’t rap.
We’re real people and no one in
my group has ever been in jail."
That’s surprising because
these guys must have been
locked up somewhere. They
have designed a truly professional sound with undeniably
authentic songs that make me
wonder, "When. on earth have

these guys been’’’.
"Kleeudz of Smoke" is a song
about how they quit .mieking
marijuana tee help pursue. their
goals. "I’nelitDoggs" is ;thing
overcoming the. opposition and
taking it tee the top.
liee ss ever, the’ sedig
I

bpst

11,1....

is

Auut

liked

Tully’s

bar,
eit to the. Cactus Club
in the summer of ’91i." Tully
said. "A friend eel ours had a
show and they haul open mike
night I %Vas ,l1ppOSeed tee he the’
SeCelnel one lip but they denied
me becaii,e. I was net a regular
It angered me because everyone.
who del gee Ilp didn’t have anything real tee say. but I did."
Teillv .aiel most of the perfierrners that night were talking
a lot of hull lie said it was a
perfect motivating fact, en which
helped him write. lyrics like. "If
you down with hip hop throw
your hands in the sky / real
NICs don’t die vee multiply."
The group said the hardest
thing about making the. new
release was financing the
album Its well worth their ask
ing price. ot ;:") per tape. and $8
per ( ’I).
Tully. who grabs listeners
with mettchy voice, works overtime. writing all the music ;mil
sharing nip time with Adams
and Jackson All three coni
bined make op a sweet -sound
ing, hard-hitting clique that is
undeniably original.
The. 1 1
release has already
re’ce’ived air time from KSJS,
and hit record stores last night
Locals may call 408) 231-2093
tier special delivery.
The only downside. I could
possibly see with Thu I ’rula’ is
their name. How about Thu
because. with
mon.
hard work these local boys will
be cumin’ up over the top.
experwuct.

SECURE YOUR SUMMER JOB Now!
Provide Quality
Construction Workers to
Licensed Contractors
Throughout the West
Since 1987

P
,,,,, . ,;
A.F1.0

Carpenters Drywall
Painters Plumbers
Electrician’s
Laborers
And Morel

Contractors Labor Pool
Get on Board for Summer Employment
Top Jobsites Great Pay & Benefits
Steady & Flexible Work Schedules
Same Week Pay Safe Working Conditions
EXPERIENCE NOT NECESSARY

WORK IN

AU.

BAY AREA CITIES (800) CALL CLP

them thrust. lust and nearly combust lever e.very woman who
catches their eye.
Guest iippearances from 11
eeel J. as Tim’s cool neighbeer, and
Billy Dee Williams. as himself,
were cheered by the audiemc.
appealing to their
with We
looks and men appreciating their
suave style.
128:11 and rap make
up most of thee beats heard
throughout "Woo," so if you enjoy
this kneel eel music, this flick may
just float your boat. Tracks freem
M.C. Lyle. Evelyn "Champagne."
King and Nate nogg fieaturing
Warren ( i. ire’ just a few of the
plenty that can get you in the
right ’liege&
All in all, the movie. is worth
watching if your intent is tee
laugh. but if you’re looking for a
romantic love. story gee Sc
"Titanic" again. This isn’t (lee’
movie for you. The laughter
worth the money so you malts
just want to give. it a try.

At’ll II/11’ I 1111’111d

Jada Pinkett Smith and Tommy Davidson spin romance into comedy in new motion picture, ’Woo.’

Geek rock takes over Shoreline
er
IT, John
se.ete \X ice,

REVIEW

:Slothers we’re’ lucky if’ they
didn’t have tee spend Mc ther.s
Day accompiiits ing their kids to
the ’’;cscc his 11 Nino Mother’s
1)ay. Extravaganza" at Shorelim.
,Xinpleitlieater Seinelas-.
The concert \vas your typical
K(),ME/Live lore at me espliere.
one -hit bands playing geeky peen
music with tongue-in-che.e.k
lyrics and teenagers exercising
their freedom I acting crass and
getting high
Originalls. Byre Folds Five
sva.s scheduled ter plaV the Indoor
San .1,--e State l’inversits Esent
re titer liewever. scenic ’c cull’
lip with the. bright idea eel adding
Iteel Big Fi-li ;creel lilack Lab,
me eying the’ -hove- tee the. largi r.
ecuitcic cc en She ere uric’
;Ind (11,,TIIIII1g It :1, :I fill’eA.ell tee
El Nino The idea backfired ’The
loss.. El Nino preattendance
vailed: it was cold :Ind windy.
Ben Fold. Five got a ress. deal
By the time the band played,
most of the audience. had left
The. band still put im a good
performance, despit e all thee’
other things that were geeing
wn mg.
Ben Folds Five has a refreshing pop sound that is diffi.rent
than any other modern neck
band, although it is recycle el

pop The three piece hand is cc
polar oppee-ate. tee the ’milk.
grimge. -ka and electron ica
hand, tliat kiel. like.. The band.sts le. geeli peep tlie vocals liar
nenize. the lyrics are saline? able
and piano replace- guitar
WI T11/1;1111,1

Is

average college. dropout
%vie, -started a bared Ile act
ecu Ow piano like a guitariA
Jan), eell cc guitar. Ile opened the
.fee co, playing I tick !bile’s gliitareli,i.ert11111-11,i1Vs
Ial
III, Yrallel
( elute:ire:1g Folds to Elton
John and Bills. Joel is tmavoielaide The
that Ile’ 1111111e,
le\ el.
p1.111e/ tee sing while he
hyperactivelv pounds the key.: is
vent,e;_!e ’711. John ’flee song. ,111.
1111111 stories that are very sum
lar tee classic Joel.
line. Angry Itsvarl and 200
Solenm Faces- was a Inane e-renk
mg tale x.11,11
spex, out
angry lyrics to all tlu. heecilue
that used tee heat hint Ilp 111
Slide cccl, telling them to "kiss Illy
\ (Mr

"Song tier the Iteiniped" arid
"Battle of 1Vhee Could Care 1.e----"
had the Saille cli
trom
Chapel
North
Ilill.

Careelmit the capital of indie
sortie of the rebellious
rock
spirit niust have influenced the
hand
lien Folds Five also displayed
the beautiful balladry that pat
is ceeclel expect from it piano-based
hand "Brick" and "Selfless. Cold
and Composed" are songs that
could cross over tee easy listening
radio stations.
"Brick" is the. hand’s first
major hit and was the song the.
fans were dying to hear The (lelirate. ballad i- about a guy who
takes his girlfriend tee get an
abortion It sounded re .ally genuine: the emotions eel Fold’s
vocals itted lyrics reached the
fine, iyeS_ the fall, hoisted their
cigarette lighters in the awe.
Reel Big Fish. how( .r, was
the. crowd favorite. The skim
hand.- smart
immature
tiny. It the. teemlg, (TIIW(I. All

the Gwen -idolizing girls and
goofy,
second-hand-storewardrobted boys showed their
appreciation leer the. band as they
skanked and pogoed.
The band opened with its one
hit, "Sell Out." The. rest of the set
was divided between songs from
"Turn Off thee Radio." the upcoming album, and covers.
The covers were tiOs flashback songs. Duran IJuran’s
"I fungry Like. thee Wolf" was
transfiermed int() an up-tempo
lounge song. A-Ha’s "Take on
Me- sounded tu.tti.r with the
band’s horn section.
Black Lab played tie an apathetic crowd. The. band’s style
wits melodic neck and didn’t fit in
with the. other hands on the bill,
llowever, it got into thee geek and
’80s-cove .r themes by playing
"Girl 1* Want" by Devi), the ultimate geek-core. band.

GOOD LUCK ON YOUR FINALS
frow the Spoultut Dady Staff

WORK FOR THE SPARTAN DAILY!
NOW HIRING STUDENTS FOR
FALL ’98
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Start your career as a firefighter or paramedic
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Chinese Cuisine -- Food To Go! I
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DELIVERY POSITIONS
Start @ $7.00/hr.
Work from 7am -Sam on school days, delivering
The Spartan Daily to riewstanct5 on campus.
We need people who are:
Depenclable & Energetic
Have a positive team attitude
’Able to lift bundles of papers
Have a CPL & clean DMV printout
Apply at The Spartan Daily
Dwight Bente! Hall Room 203

Mandarin & Sieclitian
BOX LlInChese Tee (it/
1.111WII and Dinner
( ’atering

294-3303 OR 998-9427
131 E. Jackson Street

6 Blocks North of Santa Clara Between 3rd and 4th Street

Lambda SOrtita

AF
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Congratulations
Graduating
Sisters

Class of 1998
Gina Renteria
Dora Navarro
Patricia Montes
Blanca Aurora Osima
Sara Gomez
Patricia Rincon
Gracie Veronica Corona

SangIlee Novotny
RoNanna (hunt,/
Rita taint.
Leticia Torres
Guadalupe Rocha
Jane lie Holow a ty
Flor Mena

We’re so Proud of you!!
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THIS YEAR A LOT OF COLLEGE
SENIORS WILL BE GRADUATING
INTO DEBT.
Under the Army’s
Loan Repayment
program, you could get
out from under with a
three-year enlistment.
Each year you serve
on active duty reduces
your indebtedness by onethird or $1,500, whichever amount is greater,
nu to a S65,000 limit.
The offer applies to Perkins Loans, Stafford Loans,
and certain other federally insured loans, which are not
in default.
And debt relief is just one of the many benefits
you’ll earn from the Army. Ask your Army Recruiter.
Call: (408) 250-7185

ARMY. BEwwwgoarmy
ALL YOU
CAN BE:
corn

Kobe Bryant’s bug
proves Tog’ right

Anita Connor steals second base against Tulsa during Friday afternoon’s doubleheader. The SJSU softball team swept the four home
game series, and broke two records. Conner broke SJSU’s softball

BrC. in l’t in,
homerun record when she hit her seventh during Saturday’s double
header, and pitcher Corina Lilly set the all time record for career wins
(56), while being named the WAC Pitcher of the Week.

Conner smashes SJSU homer record
By Sharon Parks
’,Lai Writer

The Spartan women’s softball
team won the season’s final
home doubleheader 7-0 and 43 against the error -prone
Tulsa
Golden
Hurricanes
Saturday.
San Jose State University
swept the four-game series, leaving the Spartans with an 11-21
record for the season. Tulsa
ended with an 8-22 record.
Spartan utility player Maya
Garcia made the game-winning
hit in the second game and Anita
Connor broke the SJSU single
season home run record by hitting her seventh.
In the first game, Tulsa
racked up five errors, four hits
and no runs. San Jose State had
no errors, seven runs and nine
hits.
"We did great, our intensity
stayed up the whole time,"
Garcia said. "We never got flat.
After we scored we kept going
and going. We’re on a roll I guess.
We’re playing really well together and hitting the ball hard."
"The game went well and we
won which is good," Spartan
Jennifer Ellinger said. "We didn’t
do anything special. It is our last
game and we wanted to go out
with a smile. We just wanted to
have fun and win."
"I’m pretty pleased on how the
game went," Head Women’s
Softball Coach Connie Miner
said. "It is always an emotional
day when it is senior day and
parents day. We scored early and
sat on it for awhile but got some
more runs. We played very solid
with no errors.
In the second game, Tulsa had
two errors, nine hits and three
runs. The Spartans had one
error, nine hits and feur runs
In the top of the sixth, catcher
Sarah Coughlin singled to left
field. Next, centerfielder Maya
Garcia hit to first giving
Coughlin a chance to run to
third. Sabrina Quintero was up
to bat and brought Coughlin
home. The score was 8-0. Anita

AO
rSUPPORT SPARTAN
A THEE TICS

Connor hit the home run.
Three players were injured
during the doubleheader, but
stayed in both games.
In the bottom of the fifth,
Hurricane Kelly Wilkerson collided with first baseman Yolanda
Inda, which sent both players
flying in the air. Inda got up after
a few minutes, but Wilkerson
was flat on her stomach against
the ground. After a couple of
minute’s she was up and back in
the game.
The third injury was in the

second game, in the bottom of
third, when Tulsa catcher
Kendra Garroutte hit a ball
which smacked her on the side of
her nose. After a few minute’s
she got up smiling and continued
to play the game.
"The second game we played a
lot better," Wilkerson said. "I
think we just pulled it together.
The other team played a better
game."
"We came on at the end,"
Tulsa
Head
Coach
Lori
castellano said. "SJSU did a

GREEK
WEDNESDAY’S
GREEK NIGHT

1.00 off any 1" Sandwich
$ 2.00 off any 12" Sandwich
$ 3.00 off any 24" Sandwich
346 William St.
San Jose, Ca 95112
Phone N8 4565
Fax 298 4578
One sandwich per coupon

Tr,

Spartan =Shorts
Baseball
AttiT losing tic IIM;11
Friday ;end 10-3 Saturday. the
Spartans kept their playoff
hopes :dive with a 5-2 win
Sunday
S.1S1’ then spent the night
flying ti Albuquerque by way ot
San Francisco and Las Vev:as for
a date with New Mexico. which

would determine its playoff fate.
SJSU overcame a 13-7 deficit
only to lose 15-14.
There will be no playoffs. The
Spartans ended the season with
a 13-17 conference record.
sporton Shorts were compiled
1n. ketin t Ilocternan.

Graduatipn
Accelerati n

GO
Daily Hours
II am - 8 pm

very wiod job so we can’t take
anything away frnol thorn.
did a good job
"It’s a great way to send our
seniors out in a tour way sweep."
Miner said. "We finished strong
and it was a good feeling to end
with. The seniors really battled
for a great show. Everyf ine in
the bench came through when
we needed them."

don’t play him the
Ka... Kobe, Kobe.
rest of the series.
What a difference
Does anyone rememthree’ games make.
ber Game 5 of last
Deep in my basketyear’s Chicago and
ball -loving heart, I
Utah finals when
knew Los Angeles
Jordan played sick?
Lakers swing man
his
Remember
Kok. Bryant wasn’t all
three-point dagger
that he was pumped
late in the game?
up to be.
Jordan proved he
I knew that there
was Jordan. What
was no way that
Jon Pere,
has Bryant proved
Bryant would be the
in his sickness?
second
coming
of
has
he
Well
Michael Jordan, and THE Sit L4LL DOG
proved that Jones’
thanks to a little flu
team -oriented play
bug, Inc starting to be
is more valuable than Bryant’s
proven right.
Bryant isn’t even the second ball hogging antics that stifle
coming of teammate Eddie Lakers’ half-court sets, while
Jones, who has been slashing leaving looks of disgust on his
into open lanes and hitting teammates faces look closely
junipers outside of a clogged key you’ll see it.
Don’t get mad at Kobe
in the !Akers second round playoff matchup against the Seattle though, get mad at the press
that beefs up the skills of a 20SuperSonics.
Bryant has seen minimal year-old kid, while desperately
scrambling to find a new god of
minutes due to a flu bug.
Ile sat out all 48 minutes in the.. hardcourts.
;;Iine 2. and played less than 10
Can anyone say Harold
minutes in Game 3 and 4.
Miner, Grant Hill and Penny
It was the best thing that has Hardaway? They were labeled
as "air" apparents, but quickly
.L.t.r happened to the Lakers.
Even though Jones is not a fell by the wayside. Miner is
better dunker or have Bryant’s missing, Hardaway has cracked
-serious hangtime- that
the under the pressure of being a
so-called unbiased sportscasters team leader and Hill is the king
drool about. I would still pick of triple doubles, but still has a
long way to go in learning how to
him over Bryant.
And so has Laker Head make his team win.
’itch Del Harris
hey coach. I
Kobe, take heed of these
don’t care if Bryant is healthy, words, and get well soon.

This Wednesday:
5:00 pm - 8:00 pm

ALL
GREEKS WELCOME
This week’s special
$5’s gets you:
shorty Wines & soda
so come on down.
Check it out! We deliver
u
Now Open Late Hours 11
, on Thursday’s & Friday’s 3

How Is
Your
Health?

Savvy SJSU students have
learned that
Summer Session
units help them
graduate up to
two years earlier.
Earn up to 12 units in 12 weeks

Student Health Center
s 4,00

pm
.m

*AP’

I, %A

COSI" C.044. CO"
*1 gg
Beeleeni Medicine- Sdnett Medicine - WOOWWS Wealth
Contraception Counseling - Dersietology - Podiatry
Allergy - Physical Therapy- Nalrition Counseling
Immunizations - Travel Medicine - Pharmacy
Menial Meal* Counseling - Laboratory - Radiology
ItIV/AMDS Testing 4Info Condom Co-Op
Health Iducadon Counseling - CPR Training - 4 More

or a a,/

Classes Start May 26,
June 15, July 6, July 27, 1998
Free Schedules Available Now
SJSU Continuing Education, ADM 103
Spartan Bookstore
Parking Garage Stairwells
Student Resource Center
Clark and Wahlquist North Lobbies
Student Union Information Center
Coll 408-924 2630 or
Email info@conted sjsu edu or
httpliconted sjsu edu or
info sjsu edu
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San Jose State
Meanie lelkling teener of fth
Perm Mt San Carlos
Tole...ono. (408) 924-6120
Sonorter Seen. Sam Sire MTh , Rein rpm T,W
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You de not hays to already attend
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Cookin’ up A.S. with a new president
Jon Pert.,
\\ 1,1.1
Students
Associated
President-elect }leather Cook
I eeds a new id arm clock.
1 hr alarm check briike. and
Hilt’ has been using one of her
Delta Gummi ,:ister.s, but that
isn’t the problem 1 hr old alarm
clock never had .1 snooze button
on it this one d 1
a 7
a in. morning start is now
snoozed to 7:45 ;i
-1 don’t know what it is, I
never pushed snooze before.Cook said. "When I was in high
school. I could get up and be up
and go to work
Cook’s world has changed it
,Ance her days at Santa
l’,resa ligh School Thi,
maim. win hi, swiirii in as
A.S. president on Wednesday. It
is a dream conic. true for Cook.
ho had unsuccessfully run for
leadership positions in high
salient.
-It was the first (m.o. I got
elected to a position.- said Cook_
who constantly has to plan out
her day. -Viten I wake up there
:ire a million things on my
mind.With ii N101 1 1 1 ky schedule that
includes classes. A.S. duties,
committee meetings, work ;end
sorority meetings. a simple
three -block walk to school helps
Cook put everything in perspective.
Right about the time she
foot on the San Jose State
’Nay campus. she transfiirms from her self-proclaimed
confident politician mode to 11
mode where she is eager tie karn
about student opinions and
issues
She II i,iks forward to the
chance to ;ict as a liaison
bet w,
student, ;ind A.S.
it’, kind If nice to be that
source of information: said
Cook, who also idiled that
5.151.
!place that can

"I want to tell the
students to get
involved. They have
to create their own
experiences.

IPS

What

(Va.

SON/WWII

to

he

--- Heather Cook,
Associated Students
president-elect

99
idways improve instead of ;Ill
institution that tally offers classes."I look ;it it in a different light.
I ask myself. ’How can I make
things easier thr students?’
While walking to her 9 a.m.
class
which she is late to
thanks to the snooze button
she is sometimes greeted by students with such siivings is
Presidente: but most students
don’t reef ignize her. Instead of
seeing this as it personal affront.
Coiek feels like going up to them
and screaming to them that A.S.
is here to help them.
-I want to tell the students to
get involved.- she said. -They
have tie create their own experiences.When most students ;ire
ready to go home after classes.
Cook makes the trek tie the A.S.
offices located in the Student
Union. In ;in average week, she
will see about 10 people, according to A.S. Administrative
Assistant Maria Nlurphy.
-I lee’ calendar is always Inn.
She plans and organizes her
tune vet.% well.- Murphy said.
After taking care of her office
whore silt’ is curhours at A S
rently serving is Director tel
her dav
Academic Affairs
lialkka% dom. -till having
tie

till

Associated Students President-elect Heather Cook takes time away from her duties of office to attend an SJSU geology class.
(
t’uttricil
vork for San
rnetnItur rharliitt, Puwurs
si,enil three
Thiri
hour.. iron) *.; to 0 it iti . ilomg
what -lie likes lutist
ifitnililli
:end lilt reach vork
ty
’I am t’llA :MA of 1 1 1 Nr stirrotinclaw-; Cook said "Vliat’s
really great is t 11;11 I Ieee gt i nit side That - III I \Nam to get iii
comnionit -ervice
Al-I-Ia./hog III PliV,I.rv, (.111/W,
((Ill II, 51 hal
-hi
nil’s(
hi
\
11.ti president
she’s a lama -tic per -on I
it

Join the Class of 1998

and Make Your Senior Class Gift Today!

1
lose lien l’oNA-ers
10(1 se -it,-,- 01 1 1 1 1 1001’
1 11,
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1111,11 1 vi mood. You can just
11111111 the Into Ivhoti speaking 01
11
1 11.1’
.11t r work. Cook takes care of
odd- and ends at scht tol. di tehoinivork and -till has to take
care of Iii trill hosifiess As
pre-tdent ,4 social standard, at
till sororitv. Cook helps plan
II hot g
10 in the Ihlta
’anima
meet He. that
-tart at 1(1 p lee
am kiiid of used to meeting-

hate
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In.caust. I have :ilvi.itys leern
involved:she -aid
At the end ot the day. Cook is
ii ’ath to vegetate and got
brain gets finished ;it
Cook said.
the end if ill,
ii-ed
ading that she -till tent
to the lack of
-I can hear
niv ears rint,iint buraii, it
111...liari- fill- Ow mil
II, /1 1 1 I 1 I II!J,
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-l’eople have toki nay that I
am a politician because of the
((’el I answer things: rook said
thing it all conies tin (Vii to is
ifito;IsitI The character ot the
por,01It is very import:frit.Thi final thing Cook does is
set her alarm check for 7 a in
knowing that she will priebabk.
litittun until 7 -IT,
Ifor)oftilly. she, (VW hi. aide lri
a nom: ;darn)
clock with the oilier ?MUM’)
things that will race through lier
mind this 1 1 1011 1 1 1W
rell 1 3.111bIT iii iftly

next (1.,. -he hope- -he
f hi
in I 1.-1 lilt’I,, as
sincere -11.

.91.111 Lrilid)

So far. 220 members of the Class of 1998 have made contributions to the Senior Class Gift. We
have asked each member of the Class of 1998 to make a gift of $19.98 which will go toward
the purchase of a bench along Tower Lawn that will have a plague commemorating the class’
participation in the Heritage Gateway project designed to enhance the campus.
Congratulations to the Class of 1998 for their contribution to SJSU
II
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Seniors can still make their gifts in person at the drop box
located in the Advancement Services Department in Building X
(across from the University Police Department)
The Senior Class Gift was coordinated by the Annual Fund
The advertisement for the Senior Class Gift was underwritten by

till.
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The SPARTAN DAILY
mane no clam for products or
swam advertised below nor le
thaw my guarantee Implied. The
cimelfled columns of the Spartan
Daly consist of paid privertfang
and offerings re not approved or
verified by the newspaper.

MONGO’S’ RESTAURANT, the
new exciting Cal -Asian Mongolian
BBQ theme restaurant to shake
up San Jose is now opening in
June. Fantastic downtown location
bringing attitude in a fun & positive
way seeks the same in ALL
STAFFING POSITIONS. Bring your
smile and join Team Mongas’..
We are an innovative & interactive
EMPLOYMENT
fusion menu where the customer
creates their perfect meal. Apply
BOX OFFICE ASSISTANT
in person at 83 South Second
Responsibilities include answering Street, weekly. Tue/Wed/Thu
Box Office phone lines, handling between 10am 2pm.
subscnption and single ticket sales,
and staffing at scheduled theater WELL ESTABUSHED MONTESSORI
performances. 58/hour. flexible SCHOOL in Santa Clara needs
hours. Contact: Brenda McHenry, Teacher’s Assistant, 10:30 6:30
San Jose Symphony Box Office and 2:30 6:30. Toddlers
Mgr. at 408/287-7383 ext. 224. Preschool. 6 ECE units required.
Call 408-615-1254.
MED MATH TUTOR FOR SUMMER
Help college student to review FOOD SERVICE, ESPRESSO BAR,
calculus to prepare linear algebra. HOSTING. FT & PT positions avail
Meet twice a wk for 10 wks. Call in a busy family style restaurant.
408/924-2817 or 226-7315.
All shifts avail, flex hrs. $8-$8.50
hour to start. 733-9446.Ask for
PART-TIME SUMMER JOB
Julia or Wendy.
MOTHER’S HELPER for home
school mom. 9 & 6 yr olds. after- STUDENT NEEDED FOR OFFICE
noons 20 hrs/wk max. Supervise on campus. BT 550. Light typing.
school work, drive kids, house- computer experience preferred.
keeping. $10/hr. 739 7764
Male/Female. P/T or F/T Flex
hours. Ask for Teresa @924-7560.
HOTEL DESK CLERKS and
BELLPERSONS. Experience help BARRY SWENSON BUILDER
ful. Apply Qaulay Suites Hotel, P/T, M F 12:30- 5:30PM. Work in
3100 Lakeside Dr. Santa Clara.
a fast paced, property developrnent office. Job would include
MARKETING SALES
office work, errands arid some
Fun. fast paced entry level posi- phone answering, could lead to a
tions available with the industry career for one of the Bay Area’s
leader in collegiate marketing and premier development companies.
promotional events. Looking for Please call Tina or Jean -Paul for an
goal oriented individuals who are interview @ 408 287-0246. EOE.
motivated, as well as manageable
and have a desire to travel. WORK WITH HIGH FUNCTIONING
Expense pad travel. Great marketing YOUNG CHILD WITH AUTISM. We
sales experience and excellent are looking for tutors to work in our
earning potential. Recent college home in conjunction with Behavioral
grads preferred with an opportunity Intervention Associates. This is a
for advancement. Email today to: home based progressive treatment
ruggeno@studentadvantage.corn program in Los Gatos. Expenence/
Fax Resume to: 510,665 1089. background in psycholco, special
Attn: Teresa Ruggeno/Kirk Watan. education, OT. or speech therapy
preferred. Immediate openings.
SOCIAL SERVICES/ 11 TRAINER Wages based on experience.
work w/DD adults at home & Please (all Shari @ 408/356 5151.
community. 1 year related cop
preferred. $8.50 $10/hr doe.
HOT JOBS
735 7890. Fax resun le 7357891.
FOR STUDENTS
Telesales - 20 People Needed
CHILD DEV STUDENTS: Working
308.6.000 Bonus after 1st yr.
parents seek F/T Nanny for 1 & 3 Strong inside sales exp, preferred
yr boys Live in/out, English fluency
along with tech background.
preferred. Valid CDL, N/S. Call
Retail Sales
408-567 3538.
Thursday & Friday evenings
Saturday & Sunday
LOOKING FOR WORK IN
$10/hour plus bonus
SAN FRANCISCO?
Call Michelle or Annette
Kelly Services of San Francisco is
Olsten Staffing Services
recruiting for the following positions.
408.653 1515
50 Customer Service
Representatives
THE PERFECT SUMMER JOB!
Candidates must have.
Jan us al the SAN JOSE SYMPHONY
A four year college degree
in our Annual 98/99 Subscnption
Excellent communication skills
Sales Campaign. Good people.
A desire to grow with a rapidly good pay. Average callers earn
expanding financial institution.
$8 $14/hr. Part-time eves. 20
Administrative Support
hrs/wk. Cash bonuses. tickets &
In the following:
more! Call Sean at 279-5949.
Financial Institutions
Clothing Industry
SHIPPING/RECEIVING - FT
Business Consulting
Summer job then flex hours during
Many others!
school. Contact Lisa 2751784.
Fax your resume to:
415675-3060 attn: Amy
NOW HIRING DEUVERY DRIVERS
or call 415675-3011
Earn up to $16.00/hour. Fun.
or e-mail us at
Easy Work. Apply at Pizza A Go Go,
kts1411@ix.netcom.com
117 E. San Carlos St.
IMMEDIATE OPENINGS - HOTEL
Line Cooks/Breakfast Cook.
Dining Room Wait & Bus Persons,
Front Desk CLerks. Part-time &
Full time available. Los Gatos. Call
408.354-3300.
PSYCH, SP ED, UNDERGRAD,
GRAD, OT, SLPS. Learn/do
dtcrete trial teaching w/3yr old
autistic gal. Exp a + but not req’d.
8-10 hrs wk, flexible. Pay corn
rnensurate w/ exp. 15 min from
campus. 926-3944.
YMCA OF Santa Clara Valley now
hiring for summer carnp staff & bus
dnvers. We offer Day Camps. Travel
Camps, Speciality Camps, Sports
Camps & much moe!!! Call the
YMCA near you for more information.
Central (San Jose) 408 298 1717.
Northwest (CupertinM 408 2577160.
Southwest (Saratoga) 408 370 1877,
South ValleylSo. Si) 408 226%22.
GAME TESTING - 57/HR.
68 hours/day, 34 days, week,
Redwood City, call 650 654 ’...668
PMD recruiePkoriami cop
WAITRESS WANTED knowledge
of Japanese food preferred. Good
tips. Apply @Okayama Restaurant.
565 N. 6th St. 289 9508.
FULL SERVICE RESTAURANT
arid Night Club, all positions:
Bus. Waitstaff & Host. Bob, Dee
or Manager. Bob’s Surf & turf.
2860470.
IMMEDIATE OPENINGS
STUDENTS PREFERRED
ADMINISTRATIVE $12 $20
Word. Excel, Powerpoint
CUSTOMER SERVICE $10 $14
Data Entry 6,000.KS
RECEPTION $9 $12
Four. lines, computer exp.
GENERAL CLERICAL $9 $10
Filing. Xerox gen. clk
’,Lifting Services
CALL: Olc.
408/653-1515 Michelle or Susan
408/653-1855 Fax
PALO ALTO FAMILY YMCA
Summer Camp Director & Leaders
needed. Day. Sports. Resident &
Travel Camps. Call 650 856 9622.
ADMINISTRATIVE
RPS, Inc. a leading small package
pickup and delivery company, has
a PT administrative opening. PM
shift, hours flexible, Mon. Fn.
Negotiable pay . BENEFITS.
Exceptional analytic and problem
solving skills. Ten Key skills.
Career track position! Mail or fax
resume to:
RPS, Inc.
897 Wngley Way
Milptas. CA
EAU 408/263-8867
EOE/kA
ACCOUNTING STUDENTS:
APPLY WHAT YOU ARE LEARNING"
Cupertino software Co. is hiring
a Jr. or Sr. for a paid internship.
Work on accounts receivable.
accounts payable, payroll, month
end closing. etc. 2010 30 hours
a week starting in May. Must be
willing to work for at least one
year. Call 4083434210.

MARKETING/SALES INTERNSHIP
The industry leader in collegiate
marketing and promotional events
has several internships available.
Looking for goal oriented indrviduals
who are motivated, as well as
manageable. Position entails,
assisting your local field office
with the development of various
marketing initiatives and actively
recruit/develop relationships
with local sponsors, as well as
students in your local area. Work
520/hrs per wk with opportunity
for advancement. Email today to:
ruggeno@studentadvant age.corn
Fax Resume to: 510-665-1089.
Attn: Teresa Ruggeno/Kirk Watan.
IMMEDIATE OPENINGS**
Receptionist, Office Clerk
Sales. Customer Support
Technician. Testing Optr.
Warehouse Clerk
Call 408/942-8866
or fax to 408/942-8260
Electronix Staffing Services. EOE
1778 Clear Lake Ave. Milpitas
Hwy 680 exit Landess Ave.
turn left at Clear Lake Ave.

MINATO JAPANESE RESTAURANT SPORTS Promoters men+women
now accepting applications for P/t many post avail 804249-9058
servers. Fun Job! Please apply at email: flashpromo@hotmail.com
617 N. 6th St. 998.9711.
TEACHERS/AIDES/LEADERS
Elem. school age rec. program.
P/T from 2.6pm. M -F during the
school year. Some P/T morning
positions available from approx.
7am-llam.F/Tduring summer day
camp wog. XInt salary. no ECE
units req. Los Gatos Saratoga Rec
Dept. Call Jenet at 354 8700 x223.
(Not available school year? Call for
summer employ: lifeguards, camp
leaders, perf. &cultural arts camel
TEACHERS high quality, licensed
dropin childcare centers for 2-12
year olds.
Flex PT/FT positions
Days, Eve, Weekends
Min 6 ECE required
Team environment
Benefits available
Call Corp Office 260 7929.

OPPORTUNITY TO EARN $4725
Education Award through Amen
corps at the San Jose Conserva
lion Corps. Seeking self motivated
TEACHERS Fun, Exciting, Developmental? individuals to work with at risk"
youth fur year-long positions. High
We need you on our learn.
PT or Sub. Benefits. 247-4510.
School diploma required & ability
to get class B licensd. $6.25
DRIVING INSTRUCTOR PT/FT hourly plus benefits. Full/Pad time.
Will Train. Must have clean DMV. Call Joe 408/283 7164, EOE
Flexible hours. Call 363 4182.
Immediate Openings Start Today!
BICYCLE MESSENGER
Part time, Flexible Hours.
TEACHER INSTRUCTOR
$50 Hieing Bonus!
P/T Elementary Schools.
Great for Students!
Serving Downtown Sanlose,
Degree or Credential NOT Required.
Opportunity for react ung Experience.
Inner City Express.
Need Car.
22 W. Saint John St. San Jose.
VotrxlMal: (408J 287-4170 ext. 408
EOE/AAE
$1500 weekly potential mailing
our circulars. Free information.
DAYCARE TEACHERS. K8 school Call 410783,8272.
seeks responsible individuals for
extended daycare. P/T in the
OVUM DONORS NEEDED
afternoon. No ECE units are
Women ages 21-29. healthy,
responsible, all nationalities.
required. Previous expenence with
children preferred. Please contact
Give the gift of life!
Cathy at 244-1968 x16.
$3.300 stipend & expenses paid,
13orx.is for Chirean & tapir ie.’: donors.
SPEAK FRENCH Work In Provence
PLEASE CALL WWFC
Help a family and their 12 year old
800-314-9996
for 34 weeks in July, cooking.
cleaning. errands. Must be at BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED
least 21, have drivers license. Earn no $25.00jhr salary lips.
swim & speak French confidently. Students needed in the immediate
Call 1415-771-2537.
area. Full time/part time. openings.
Call today 1-650 968-9933.
NOW HIRING PAINTERS $6.50 International Bartenders School,
$10 00/hour Marketer up to
$15/hr. Call now! 408-939 3369. SUMMER JOBS NOW AVAILABLE
(tam $8 $15 per hour. Local valet
VALET PARKING / CONCERT no. Full/Part time avail. Work
STAFF - P/T and F/T positions around summer school schedule.
available. Flexible hours. Thurs Golf cart drivers wanted. Call now
Sundays in Los Gatos & Saratoga 408/370 7755.
areas. Must be Neat, Professional.
& dependable. Customer service DIRECTORS, TEACHERS & AIDES
experience preferred. Earn up to Thinking about a career working
512.00/Hr. (hourly + tips) Call with elementary age children? The
1800-825-3871, M-F.
YMCA of Santa Clara Valley ts
now hiring for school age child
CASHIERS NEEDED to work at cam centers vi San Jose. Cupertino.
remodeled Chevron Station. Santa Clara. Los Gatos & Milpitas.
2 locations. F/T. P/T, flexible Full &part-time positions available,
hours, Also part time maintenance hours flexible around school Fun
person. Call 295 3964. Ask for staff teams, great experience
in working with elementary age
Ofelia.
children, career advancement and
EARN EXTRA CASH $
good training opportunities.
up to $600/month!
Teachers require minimum 6 units
Become a Sperm Donor.
in ECE. Recreation, Psychology,
Healthy males. 19-40 years old. &mice and/a Physical Education.
Univ. Students/Grads/Faculty Please call Beth Probe at 408Contact California Cryobank 291-8894 for more information
GET PAID & GET A WORKOUT! 1-650-324 1900. M -F, 8-430, and locations.
Roofing Co hiring for F/T summer
work. Blocks from SJSU. No CRUISE SHIP & LAND-TOUR JOBS
SECURITY- ACUFACTS, INC.
experience necessary. Need hard Excellent benefits. World Travel.
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
workers. Call for unfit: 971 7500
Ask us howl 517 324 3090 ext.
Great for Students.
C60412
FIT or P/T. All shifts.
TELEMARKETING POSITIONS
We pay 0/7 after 8 hours’
available. Easy hours. Good TEACHERS AND AIDES wanted.
Top Pay with Many Benefits!
Small World Schools has Part Cal 4082865880 orytyiru person.
money. Ask for Mike. 261 1323.
Time and Full Tune. a.m. and
7am to 7pm 7 days a week
DRIVING INSTRUCTORS Teach p.m., permanent and summer
5550 Mendiari
SJ.
one on one in company car. Good positions available. Units in CD.
driving & teaching skill HS Grad. ECE, Psych. Soc. or Rec required. ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
Clean DMV, No Criminal Record. If you are interested in working Fishing industry Exi..cilerii
OfOvided. with a high quality child care earnings & benefits peteritial iun
No ever. ner.. Tr,i nir,
Custom hours pt ft r;iiod pay rompany call 4O8-379-3200x 21. to $2.850. quo ROOln B0.1,(1
999 W. San Carlos St ’171 7557
Ask us how’ 517 324 3117 ext
www.deluxeclriving.com
CITIUNK PAGING & CELLULAR A60412.
Seek tullipart time Sales Person,
Data Entry. Customer Service.
ACTION DAY NURSERY/PRIMARY
WORK FROM HOME
and Electronic Technicians
PLUS socking FT &p f Teachers
Growing International Cninnally
arid Aides. Sufistitute positions
Call 408-453-7243 or
Looking for motivated individuals
Fax resume to 408-441:9988.
are also available that offer nem
$800 $5.000; per nit). PT FT
bin hours. ECE units preferred but
Request FREE Detail
SECURITY
not required. Please contact
Log onto: wywy.hbri
Full and Part lime Po ,itions
Cathy at 244 1968 x16.
Access Code 11i,
Graves, Swing,. 01111 Wr.nikerirls
Low key job sites
WORK FOR THE SPARTAN DAILY!
TELEMARKETING PT/FT.
sell Ii imniint siiti option ma ea,
Will train
Alpo’, Private Security
Perfect Job for a Morning Person!
Area nev,snapoiri.
Begin Fail Semester 1998.
Flinimblin tins. 9,iin rpm 0.
408.2474827
START @ 57.00/HOUR
near iightrail 4 tiloi , frorn ‘,1‘,11
Work 7am to 9ani on school days VALET PARKING Local company. Hourly $$ [Pus hoc
delivering The Spartan Daily to 1001,111g for people Flexible Promotions
stands on campus and recycling schedule PT/FT. Earn $8.1111 to
any papers front thin previous day. $15 per hour. 867 7275.
SHIPPING/RECEIVING FT
MUST BE: *Dependable *Energetic
SUMInet 10t) thee Ili, h, in, di
*Able to lift bundles of newspapers GROCERY
school. Contai.t
*Haw, CDL & clean DMV printout SAVE MART SUPERMARKETS is
APPLY AT: The Spartan Daily, accepting applications for part STUDENT &/or PRO THERAPISTS
Dwight Bentel Hall, Pm 203or 209 time employment inn the San lose tor Autisti,
$1.’
r 1 ,r7
Now through May 15. 1998.
& Milpitas area. We h.:mr 11111Ird,ite lot OxOtlinn,
I n
OpnilltigS for meat clerks. courtesy
,111,11,mtl
WANTED: BAR STAFF at BIG UL’S clerks (baggers) and bakery, deli
r .111 .11):4
:
P/T, Flexible Fri & Sat, 5 11pm. clerks Experierice in a retail
Fun atmosphere! Looking for environment is a plus. We are ASSEMBLE & TEST 1.,dr.ion,
people with positive attitudes, seeking friendly, customer service product lino Knowin,Ign of -.111,111
oriented individuals. *Please see handtools & light in., ii,riirig .1
Call 408-2951469.
store director at 3251 SO, White plus. Other (Min. In
ADMINISTRATIVE SECRETARY. Road, San Jose or at 215 W. office work. shipping & re
First Christian Church, Administra Calaveras, Milpitas. Save %eft Team player rneritality
nioi,t
live; computer skills. Full time, Supermarkets is an equal oppor Canmbell. CA Fax reiaiele
salary commensurate with expen tunity employer. We do pre employ 408 ’370 5743.
went drug testi rig.
ence 1408)294 29,1,1

DAILY CLASSIFIED - LOCAL RATES

SJSU PARENTS
Convert your student’s housing
expense into a nice tax deduction
GREEK MESSAGES
and cashflow investment. OWN a
JEWISH FRATERNITY Something multi -student residence close to
new, cool and exciting! Alpha campus. Easy financing available.
Epsilon Pi offers: Events, Xcellent Call for details. Mike Gordon
times, Brotherhocd 1ft Good People 510-428-8200.
Brad 295-3621. Call Now to Join!
GRADS DON’T FORGET
We’re a BRIS above the rest.
There is still time to leave a
landmark gift to SJSU by giving
$19.98 to the Senior Class Gift
EVENTS
today! Call 924-1137 for details.
MISSING SOMETHING?
Professors going on vacation?
Need a spiritual boost?
HOUSE AND PET SITTER.
Need a break? Try Out
Call Lisa 218-7884 References.
The Enlightenment Support Group
Ongoing Sundays 6:00PM
BIBLE SEARCH RESOURCES
@ The Book Cafe Center
Bible Search on PC
3483 95 S. Bascom
14081978-8034
Bibles and Reference Books
Gnostic:NI faiths & interdenonvnaticnal RESOURCES AVAILABLE TO ALL!
Others say "Its always new and vital." Christian Science Reading Room
Prerecorded into: 408-8678255.
"It supports me in my life..."
1 get in contact with the real me."
1 experience wholeness."
Suggested Donation:
OPPORTUNITIES
The price you pay for a movie
CONQUER
EXPLORING YOUR FAITH IN GOD?
YOUR FUTURE
We are now offering a once-intime
Have questions?
moment to get in on the ground
Curious,
floor of an exciting new company
*Need a study break?
*Make friends, have fun!
positioned to become a new dri.
DIN NER & DISCUSSION.
vtng force in world business. No
Every Wednesday. 5:30-7:00pm big investment money needed to
Student Union, Pacheco Room
get Started, no inventory required
(Except 3/11.4,8 Montalvo Rim and no experience necessary. If
you are stagnated, frustrated,
Everyone Welcome!
Episcopal Canterbury Community underpaid or searching for a new
408 293-2401. ABLarige@aol.com career. call Marketing Director at
http inernbers.aolmen EpiCornmSJ 408-970 3778 or page 322 4527
to schedule an interview. World
Marketing Alliance Insurance
INSTRUCTION
Services. Inc.
DO YOU LIKE KIDS AND ART?
Are you a parent. teacher, uncle
REAL ESTATE
or aunt or planning to be? Then
DOES YOUR FRAT
register for ART 138 or 139.
Summer or Fall. Learn about kids,
NEED MORE ROOM??
rife:
Restored Victorian residence just
art. invention. creativity. More
See class schedule, catalog or half a block from campus now
visit Art Pm 203, Mon.7hur, 8:30 3. available for sale. Currently used
as student housing. Ideal for
PROFESSIONAL GUITARIST now fraternity annex. Large parlor,
ar,,eptin,g Yudent, who wish to remodeled kit,.hen, inside laundry.
excel in playing guitar Or bass. All ample parking. Call for details and
levels welcome: Beginning, a private showing. Mike Gordon,
Intermediate or Advanced. Learn Broker 510-426-8200.
any style: Jazz. Blues, Rock.
Fusion. Funk. Reggae. or Folk.
Call Bill at 408 298 6124,
TRAVEL

Ad Rates: 3 -line minimum
3 lines
4 lines
5 lines
6 lines
$1 for

Three
Days
$9
$10
$11
$12

Four
Days
511
$12
$13
$14

After the fifth day, rate increases by $1 per day
First line (25 spaces) set in bold for no extra charge
Additional words available in bold for $3 each

SEMESTER RATES
3-9 lines: $70
10-14 lines. $90
15-191ines: $110

SERVICES
SHARED HOUSING
SJSU INTERNATIONAL HOUSE
’Fun & friendly environment
5 Vlinute walk to campus
Newly furnished rooms
Wellequipped student kitchen
Computer & study rooms
Laundry room
Parking
For American & International
Students.
Call 924.6570 or stop by for a
tour, 360 S. 11th St. (Between
San Carlos & San Salvador).
1 ROOM AVAIL IMMEDIATELY.
month to month. 3 br/1 Os. share
common areas, 3 blks N of campus.
Clean quiet study atmosphere.
W/D avail No off street parking.
$315/mo incl everything. Call
408/299 03)9 to set up time to see.

QUICKRESUME SERVICE
You need at exceptional IMMO
to set yourself apart from other
students because exceptional
resumes get noticed by recruiters.
Differentiation is the key. We, at
QUICKRESUME tailor make your
professional resume according to
your background, education, work
experience, & your feet of expertise.
A good resume will put your career
on the right track. Rate = $19.95.
you get a resume as a Microsoft
WORD document on a disk 8, five
printed copies of your resume on
quality paper Fax service available.
Please call 14081 365-3544,
Evenings: 4pm-10pm.
PARKING 4 RENT
78 N. 5th St.
$40/mo.
Call for details: 294 7254 x 317

www.4CRS.com
ROOMS FOR RENT - 5350/MO
WIN A FREE COMPUTER!
Utilities included. Free parking.
211 S. 11th St. 1 block from 515. Free service to college students
Big screen TV, foosball. pool
tables. Call Kevin 2751.657.
WRITING HELP: (510)601-9554.
Highest quality writing.editing,
ROOMMATE/COMPANION needed ghostwnting. Essays. application
for 27 yr. old autistic woman. Pnvate
statements, reports. etc.
room in Sunnyvale Apt training.
Please call Dave Bolick.M.A. at
Rocky Ridge SLS 800.377-3744.
(510)601-9554 or
email bolickg best.com
VISA/MasterCard accepted.
PIANO STUDENTS OR FACULTY,
idyllic sumrner lodging, 5275/
www.4CRS corn
month
1; 3 utilities. If you’ve
been hoping for a room in a pri
GET A JOB!
vate home, with an excellent Free service to college students
piano on which you can practice.
you Just found it! Call Margie,
SPORTS/THRILLS
2291324.
RENTAL HOUSING
ATTN: STAFF & STUDENTS: Nice,
renovated large 2 bdrrn/2 bath
apt NEW: Carpets. Linoleum,
Blinds. Refrigerator. Disposal &
Dishwasher. Underground parking.
Washer ’Dryer avail. Water &
garbage paid. $1350 mo dep.
4 bdrni. 2 bath unit a!so avail
550 S. 11th St Can 265-2696.

100% PURE ADRENALINE!
There is nothing compared to
the exhilaration experienced by
skydiving! Tandem. Accelerated
Freefall. Turbine Aircraft.
SJSU student owned & operated.
BAY AREA SKYDIVING
1-510-634-7575.
COMPUTERS ETC.
COMPUTER RENAISSANCE
We buy. sell & trade computers.
486. Pentium. Mac. & Notebooks.
Refurb’d equipment is warranted.
5263 Prospect Rd. SJ, betw Hwy
85 & 280 near Lawrence Espy.
408-873-8070

EUROPE - SUMMER ’98
$249 each way plus taxesi
Mexico, Canbb $2045249 P/T
HAWAII $119 oArr
CALL 800-8349192
hen) www aurnitch org

Daily

ROSS WORD

r

1’

r

it

.1, )8

I

Five
Days
$13 (..5
$14
Ptulno
$15
$16
Send check or money order to
Spartan Daily Oassilieds
San Jose State University
SanJuse. CA 95192-0149
II Classified desk is located in Dwight Bent vi Hall, Room 209
Deadline. 10.00 a m two weekdays before publication
All ads are prepaid No refunds on cancelled ads
Rates for consecutive publications dates only
QUESTIONS? CALL (408)9244277

Please check /
one classification:
Campus Clubs’
Greek Messages’
Events’
Announcements’
Lost and Found**
Volunteers’
FOC Sale’
Autcs For Sale’
Computers Etc ’
Wanted’
Employment
Opportunities

iff1111111Bill
IIIIIIIii
III
NI
II
II
11II
n il iii
la II
laid
III
Milli iii
di II III al
di
di il
I

Rental Housing
Shared Housing’
Real Estate
Services’
Health/Beauty’
SportsThnks’
Insurance
Entertainment’
Travel
Tutoring’
Word Processing
Scholarships

available for these classifications. $5.00 for a 3 line ad for 3 days. Ads must be placed in person
in DBH209, between 10am and 2pm. Student ID required.
**Lost & Found ads are offered free, 3 lines for 3 days, as a service to the campus community.
Special student rates

APT FOR SUMMER 15/224/21
Large, Nice, Clean, Furnished, 1
bdrm. $680/mo. Carmel Apts.
7th & William. 408/2923605.

ENGLISH TUTOR
Speaking, Writing & Editing
Expenenced with the needs
of Foreign Students.
Credenbaled Teacher & MA.
Call Jessica (408)978.8034.

780 SO. 11TH STREET APTS.
Large 2 bdrrni2 bath. Very clean,
Secunty type bldg. Laundry, cable,
ample parking, Walk or ride bike to
school. Responsive management.
We take advance deposits to hold
an apartment. $995-$1045
Call 2889157
STUDENT SPECIALS!!
Carpal usedi 486SL25. 12 Ram.
AUTO SERVICES
2 BDRM. APARTMENT S950/MO. 540 HD. Mouse, modem,
free email. Mono. Win 95.
Sei.unty type building
WADES DYNAMIC
* Secure Parking
MS Office 95 Std.. $275.
AUTO BODY REPAIR
Acer (Newi 200MHZ MMX,
Close In
’Where quality is a must"
Modern Building
Specialiang in minor and
16MG/ 10g HD, KB. Mouse,
midsize damage ’Free detailing
Laundry Room
CD-Rom. Sound Card. Win 95,
WORD PROCESSING
Village Apartments
’Free pick up ’Free delivery
MS Office 95 Std 561K Modem
14" Monitor ’speakers $599.
Free estimates ’Insurance Work 576 South Fifth Street
TOO BUSY TO TYPE??
’ All makes &models
Intrax Group, Inn
Quick and reliable service for
(4081,295 6893.
We accept: Visa. Master Card.
1725 Little Orchard Suite C
papers, thesis, notes. resumes. etc.
Discover & American Express
San Jose, 408/2718600
RUSH projects, deadlines...
Phn: 408/287-8337
No Problem! MS Word/laser,
Call Tracey @ 408 554 6352 or 440 N. Fast St. 0120 San Jose.
408-388-7333 pgr
AUTO / AU. PAINT FINISH
Polish w. teflon & restoration
*AFFORDABLE & EXPERIENCED*
Graduate Studies, Thesis. Term
Pdcts. FREE BROCHURE, Call
Papers. Nursing, Group Projects,
408 278 5442 or visit
Resurnes. All Formats, Specializing
www redist corn
in APA. Spelling/ Grammar,
Punctuation/ Editing. 24+ yrs (xp.
WP 5.1/1-PLaser. PAM’S
INSURANCE
littutSSIONAL WORb PROCESSING.
247 2681. Flain 8prn.
AUTO INSURANCE
ACROSS
Campus Insurance Service
PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED
I Not hers
CALL LINDA FOR PROFESSIONAL
Special Student Programs
4 Squander
WORD PROCESSING.
Serving SJSU for 20 years
9 VVidespouted
ThesesTerm PapersResumes
"Great Rates for Good Dryers’
RIONg MOUMO COMO
pitcher
Group Projects
"Good Rates for NonGood Drivers’
MUDD MOBEIM MUIPIN
13
Crawling insect
All formats. including APA 4th Ed
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
14 Hawaiian
BOMB MUMMIE WIMUILI
LISP! Printer Experienced,
"Good Student’s -Family Mate ar
greeting
Dependable, Quick Return,
CALL TODAY 296527,1
1;11BIBIBB110111111 1111210C1011
15 Slant
Almaden/Branham area.
FREE QUOTE
MINN
01;1111111
16 Engine part
14081264 4504.
NO HASSLE
IIIIMOIEMIE
1111111101111Blil
18 Like baked
NO OBLIGATION
1111111121E1
EIC101111
IMO
apples
DO YOU HATE TO TYPE??
Also open Saturdays 9-2
(11121ZI
GICIIIIII1
1111E1
19 Fret pulp
OR NOT HAVE TIME TO TYPE??
T,Illo.ipws, they,. reStillin,..
13121CI
OMR C11;111113C1
20 Supported la
LOW COST AUTO INSURANCE
!..,111L11) orojeo, I. I rlaVO
nomination)
: ,M1 DI iwn, %iontrir,
I111§11111111BIBIll
EIGIMIECII7
typewriter hi omelet.. yew
,4
22 Thrnads
11111011§1
C1130
apphcatiom, for nor’ law,INIA. nt
...1
?
nd or R.
;-, 1..liimert
1312111111Mil
IBIDIUM1011113E1
Viii tram, nhe your Idood
L 0
I) *Susi*on,,
26 1 ilis
OMAN
UMMINM
Unala
mlf If ’,dr, 11 f11111,
’ Sunlit’,
78 Snoopy e q
00001 @IMMO@ MMOM
Fax Mai-Lune Notary Publii,
Itnnwill,l’t SR
32 Act ross
Call ANNA at 972 4992
s oor
k,kid
M121011 OUMINW ODOM
Myrna
(.),,r Operator
35 Nortornal
’Sam 8prri. Monday - Saturday
movie
32 Prank
DOWN
HEALTH & BEAUTY
F
Ptionn QUOt..
17 Lim,
I Hinged
33 Emmys
(..ail Us too"
’IF( Sheiks attire
fasteners
relative
ELECTROLYSIS CUNIC,
241-5400
(408)
40 Appointed
2 Data
lii,,, until hair removed forever
34 Type of lock
ALLCOVERAGE INSURANCE
42 Ireland
3
DOWN.’
36
Whimpers
Belle
oust Confidential
r,oetiriatly
4 Reser inded to
39 Guard
.., o
STUDENT AUTO INSURANCE
4.3 Life iml
the alarm
41 Grocery
flayworxi Ave S,
Auto In -cur. t, t
45 Wooden rod
fir High mountain
sec-lion
247.7486
LOW RATES
47 Important period
6 c,,,x, do
44 Baking needs
-4.22 r
18 Mori,
46 Most drawn-out
: So
MEN & WOMEN
enthusiastic
PI l/MANENT iAIR REN101.At
8 Raring to ge
49 Wheel part
ti
1]
sO let
51 Guardian’s
’,too ,naxing waxing. twe,./ing
9 Stretch
’,2
Follow
closely
or using chemicals Let us
10 Promise
charge
54 Nancy or Frank
perrnarwntly remove your
11 Doming sword
53 Narrow
s8 Amulet
unw,inted hair. Back Chest lii
12 kin, Foxx
streets
FAX
62 Wedding star
Bikini Chin Tummy rt,
15 Tea caknk,
55 Warty critters
63 Spy
Student, & far.ulty rt.. PM. 1
17 Actual
56 Juliet s beloved
STUDENT DENTAL PLAN !
64 Pans landmark
Fi,st dent 1 2 mu! if
57 Change
21 B. ndleader
Orvy $57
per war
67 Old Norse
111,141E hefori. 5 .10 98 Hair Today
Simm 311’
Calloway
58 Sour
inscriptions
(,orix. Tomorrow. 621 F
on VOW 111,1.11,1,1n
23 Repair a sock
59 Chills and
68 Levels
Caiiiehea Ave 1117, Campholl
i22.
FOt infn .111 I SO( I
fever
24 (I, der Sam
69 Study
(408) 379-3500
2: Pm Ow island
60 Singer Horne
70 Greenish hlue
ig, iup
61 - Scotia
71 Former
65 Newscaster
29 P elty Woman
p esident of
le, If
Koppel
3) Cm Lona, s home 66 Genetic
PIVIA
72 Turf
"11 Pr Cl Millay
material
FOR Ni ioN
/ u;F.’n’ R %I
408-924-3277
POLONSKY PIANO SCHOOL
30 Years Teaching Experience
Dr. Viktor and Anna Polonsky
Russian Trained Concert Pianists
Professors of Piano
Nattonal Teachers Guild Assn.
National Suzuki Assn.
INDIVIDUAL PIANO LESSONS
Starting 520/hr.
Call 408.2416662
in Santa Clara foryour
FREE FIRST LESSON -INTER VEW

Each line is 30 spaces, including letters, numbers, punctuation & spaces between words
One
Two
Day
Days
$5
$7
$6
$8
$7
$9
$10
$8
each additional line.
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Smith: Remembered for more than medal Art: UNICEF journals
Continued from page 1
May 14 :is the Evelyn T. Robinson
Outstanding African -American Alumnus.
according to Louis Bundy, director tit
Academic Services at 5.1511’.
This iiward recognizes African -American
alunmi \rho have distinguished themselves
in their career fields.
It is named after &NI! graduate Evelyn
’I’. Robinson, who perished in a fire with her
daughter in 1984. Because HObillS011 promoted education so strongly during her
career, a memoorial was established in her
name.
St. SAY()Id, Associate Vice President fin’
Student Affairs, is a former recipient of the
itward and rosimed with Smith during the
turbulent 1960s.
SaffioId characterized Smith as troubled
benore he went to the Olympics in Mexico
SaffoId said Smith was concerned about
the political scene at the time and his place
in it.
lie described 1968 as a more volatile time
thitn past years.
"Martin Luther King and Robert
Kennedy had both been assasinated and non
-violent marches had drifted to the back in
phice of more assertive actions," SatinId
recalled.
The (snot roversial gesture at the Olympics
has left a lasting imprint on Smith’s life.
"You can’t put your life on the line fir
something you believe in and forget about it
o.asily even if to years have passed," Smith
said.
Ile then explained how many people
interpreted his action and the subsequent
consequences that followed.
"Many people viewosl it as something not
done. I should have been competing. not acting that way. You couldn’t get deeper into
civil rights than having your actions televised world-wide. It was almost :is if I had
defamed the flag," Smith reciolled.
Both Smith and Carlos were the sub ject of
death threats and Smith was fired front his
job.
"I used to wash cars on North 11th Street
and there was a sign out front saying ’Come
Sl‘l’ our Olympic champion,’ " Smith remembered. "I’d pull int my dirty coveralls and
shake people’s hands But after I got home
fiollowing the 1968 games. my boss Said I V, ;Is
through. lie didn’t think I -Amon’ be making

AA
Many people viewed it as
something not done. I
should have been competing, not acting that way.
You couldn’t get deeper
into civil rights than having your actions televised
world-wide. It was almost
as if I had defamed the
flag.
Tommie Smith
’68 Olympic gold medalist

political statements."
His tone noticeably softened when he
talked about his present position as teacher
and head coach of men and women’s track
and field at Santa Monica I’ollege.
Track is clearly his first love and that
enthusiasm is one reason he is in demand
for speeches in countries that are huge fans
of the sport, including Germany and Italy.
Ile said he is often besieged with autograph requests when people di cur who he
is in Europe. Smith explained that track is
much more popular there than the United
States.
"The kids there grow up with the sport
ingrained as part (lithe school system A 15year-old in Germany will know all sorts of
track stilt it
"The emphasis in America is more about
money It’s not on the growth of the sport but
the growth of your back picket." Smith said.
According to Bundy, Smith’s achievements on the field and his protest statement
were among the reasons the :111111111i committee selected him.
Bundy siiid Smith and Carlos paid for
their polo cciii expression vs hen they
returned home
lononarn- showed up at their recognitin dinner except 5.151--- l’H.sident

Robert Clark,- Bundy sionl. "Clark was the
(only white face there, although not all black
people supported the two track stars. Don’t
norm, when Carlos and Smith did this,
George Foreman mounted a counter-protest
running around the Olympic ring with the
American flag."
Bill Carter, an SolS1 counselor and friend,
recalled that Smith had always been
involved in civil rights.
"In 1965 there was a march from San Jismtic San Francisco to demand voting rights for
blacks which coincided with Martin Luther
King’s march in Selma. Young black men
were dying in Vietnam, yet they couldn’t
vote. Many people don’t remember that
Carter said. "Tommie got his first world
record that day and instead of going coot to
celebrate he joined up with the demonstration in Stanfiord.
"We were called everything from communists to nigger lovers by people driving by,"
Carter said. "We marched to Burlingame
and the minor networks were Ind in Iiirce
interview Tommie."
Carter is convinced that fall -out from the
Olympic Games had a pronounced eflioct on
Smith’s II1COMO and the sport he loved.
"Ni it only did sponsors stop contributing
to the track team but many doors dosed on
Tommie. I’m sure his earnings cvi add have
quadrupled otherwise. Yet he doesn’t dwell
on it, which is MI(’ reason why he’s been so
successful," Carter said.
These days Smith is upbeat and busy,
immersed in ticking his Santa Monica team
to the Southern California Track and Field
Championships.
According to Smith, his emphasis on athletics and education goes far beyond past
years when coaches thought maintaining a
(’ average just to be :dole to play was okay.
"I want to make these kids accomplished
in many fields besides athletics," he said.
According to his friends, Smith’s credo)
could he summed up by the words he spoke
in 1968.
When asked if he would change anything
:titer his controversial performance in
Mexico, he said. ’’Ni,, I take lifb :is it goes."
Smith will rowel% e his :award on May 14 at
5:30 p.m. at the San Jose Repertory Theatre.
Proceeds from ticket sales gip tu the
Evelyn ’I’ Robinson Memorial Scholarship
Fund.
For infiirmid iou call 92.4 60M0,

Library: Venture will be more beneficial to SJSU
Continued from page 1
access later than hi design the
two as one and attempt to) separate them out.
"Let", keep our eyt. on the
ball," Roth said. "What do we
want’) 1,’o. want a 111,.1’ huilding
Two separate libraries would get
us our new building"
Caret, however. said the university would benefit from easy

access to city materials and thin
it was unlikely the public would
Is. much interested in serious
academic materials
"It is more likely will steal all
the modern fiction that we don’t
have," Caret said.
Monday MIS t hp last meeting
of the 1997-98 Academic Senate,
and despite motions to postpone
the resolution to allow more
thoughttl consideration, they

were countered by concerns that
new senate members wouldn’t
be familiar with the issue.
English professor Allison
Helsel] conceded the resolution
,111 :kflirmitt von of the
senate’s desire to continue the
process, hut thought the members weren’t discussing the issue
with vision
"It is our habit to) think small
just cvlien )air imagination ought

to expand,- I leisch said
Still, the discussion returned
time and titne again too what
extent city :old university interests would be merged.
"\Ve’re talking about a huge
facility," Caret said. "I’m not
opposed to physical barriers, but
we can protect our materials
without Wirt‘ fences ;inch electric
prods."

Continued from page 1
and they are’ submitted to a
jury that chooses the best ones
for the books published by the
United Nations Children’s
Fund 1 INICEFI.
When they are published -a process that takes about a
year - - she distributes them to
the children full her next trip.
She also has the children
create original line drawings
that she publishes as coloring
books, which she also gives
away.
Sharp El Shayelo said her
first two UNICEF themes

were inner peace and children’s rights. Her next one will
be about a serious health
issue. She hopes the Egyptian
children might be persuaded
to decrease their exposure to
the waters of the Nile River,
which is home to a dangerous
parasite called bilharzia.
Multiple exposures to the
parasite are dangerous and
can cause serious internal
organ damage and possibly
death, according to Sharp El
Shayeb.
Sharp El Shayeb said she
first went to Egypt on a
Fulbright scholarship.

Prop 227: English -only
Continued from page 1
aims to change the current
Bilingual Education program to
Immersion
English
an
Program, which means the
majority of the school day needs
to be conducted in English.
said
students
Sherman
would be capable of learning
English in an intensive oneyear program. Sherman said
teachers would be allowed to
use the child’s native language
if’ they could, but an "overwhelming" majority of the day
would need to be taught in
English. Shermiin fi.o.ls there
would Iii- several advantages for
students if this program were
implemented.
"For one, it’s going to teach
English."
said
st tido Tit s
Sherman. "About 1.4 million
children in the public schools
are not English proficient."
She said bilingual education
is not working bee:ills(’ they’re
teaching primarily in a language other than English
Sherman said she drovsn’t
understand why people don’t
see the problem.
"I think they’re ignorant to
not sue that there needs to be
change." said Sherman. rho.
current SySt1.111 ILIS cm failure
rate of 95 percent Only five per
cent are proficient in English."
Shl.rman said these students
aro. not prepared nor higher
cation.

According to Dr. Alexander
Sapiens, director of the Spanish
Bilingual Program at SoISU,
Proposition 227 mandates a
one-size -fits-all approach to
teaching and it does away with
local control.
"In other words, it’s Unz’s
way or no way," Sapiens said.
"It’s an anti-teitcher, anti-educatioon and anti -bilingual law. It’s
anti -parent."
He said it would allow teachers to be sued for violating the
law and it prevents parents
from choosing which education
their children should receive.
Sapiens said it would prohibit bilingual education in kindergarten through fourth grade,
which is where 95 percent of the
students in bilingual education
are located.
"So the people who need it
the most couldn’t get it,"
Sapiens said.
If t he proposition were to
pass, Sapiens said lawsuits
would immediately follow.
"If you want chaos in the
classrinan, you’ll have gotten it,"
So:pit-11s said.
11 /vvvver, according to it press
release from The Proposition
227 English for the Children
Clinton
Campaign,
the
Administration’s legal analysts
have concluded that the measure would not violate any federal civil rights and therefore
1.1)L11(1 not he challenged in court.
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102 University Ave. Ste. C
Palo Alto (next to Blockbuster)
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THE "OTHER STORE" THAT GIVES
YOU A 10% BUY BACK BONUS

P.0.1

330 SOUTH TENTH STREET

EXTRA 10% CASH
GIVEN ON DEAD
DAY FOR TEXTS
SOLD

MAY 14, 1998

9:00 AM -5:00 PM

fkT

(415) 566-6222

The LARGEST Recruiter
of College Grads!
More and more college grads nationwide loin us because of our
fast-track training program into management. Enterprise
Rent-A-Car has grown 25-30% annually for the last 12 years
and can truly otter you a one-of-a-kind opportunity You will be
given all the tools you need to accomplish your dreams and
succeed in the working world BA/BS degree strongly
preferred Customer service, sales or retail sales
management experience a plus.
We demand a lot, but the rewards are endless fhis
entry-level position offers an excellent starting salary,
a comprehensove benefits package and 100% promotions
from within

330 S. 10th St. Across from Allen Hall

DEAD DAY BONUS

(415) 421-3473
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BRING IN THIS AD FOR:

1.14

STORE HOURS DURING FINALS
May
May
May
May
May

15
16
18
19 & 20
21

8:30
10:00
8:30
8:30
8:00

------

5:00
4:00
6:00
7:00
6:00

Summer School Books Available May 22nd
Fall Books Available August 1st

A

Send your resume to:
Enterprise Rent-A-Car
Attn: HR Dept.,
3635 Pearl Ave.
San Jose, CA 95136
Call: (408) 467-1300
Fax: (408) 445-7531
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